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Resumen

Bajo el contexto de sistemas de control de procesos, un retardo en el tiempo puede

definirse como el intervalo de tiempo que una variable de proceso toma para responder a la

aplicacin de una seal. Dichos retardos pueden degradar severamente el desempeño del sis

tema en lazo cerrado y en algunas ocasiones pueden conducir al sistema a la inestabilidad.

Este problema ha sido estudiado, principalmente en los sistemas lineales usando técnicas

de compensación, tal como la asignación de espectro finito (FSA por sus siglas en inglés).

Sin embargo, el diseño y estudio de sistemas no lineales con retardos utilizando compen

sadores aún se encuentra en desarrollo y en espera de alguna propuesta significativa, es

decir, sigue siendo tema abierto para la investigación.

El uso de computadoras ha motivado el diseño de controladores digitales para los sis

temas continuos. No obstante, el sistema continuo sea muestreado y el controlador digital

cumpla con los requerimientos de diseño, su comportamiento podría ser insastifactorio al

momento de aplicarlo, esto debido al comportamiento entre períodos de muestreo. Cuando

se habla del problema de compensación para sistemas no lineales con retardo en la entrada,

el punto crucial es obtener el model discreto exacto del sistema. Es por ello que algunos

trabajos han logrado resolver el problema, diseñando controladores basados en un modelo

discreto aproximado.

Este trabajo presenta un nuevo enfoque de compensación para sistemas lineales y no

lineales con retardo en la entrada, utilizando un controlador basado en un predictor digital.

En el caso de sistemas lineales, abordamos el problema de estabilización de un sistema

continuo muestreado por medio de su controlador digital. Dicho controlador, basado en

un predictor digital es capaz de compensar el retardo tanto del sistema muestreado como

del sistema continuo. En el caso no lineal, el controlador está diseñado usando el modelo

discreto aproximado del sistema. Las condiciones bajo las cuales este controlador asegura

la estabilidad del sistema, son: la existencia de un controlador que estabilize cuando el

retardo es cero y la cercana del modelo exacto y el modelo aproximado

— Centro de Investigación CINVESTAV.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In many applications the actuation of a control law and/or the sensing of the variables,

necessary to implement the controller, is not instantaneous. This determines delays in the

control-loop, which could significantly deteriórate the performance of the controller, and

destabilize the closed-loop system [33], [55]. Examples of these problems arise in various

fields, such in chemical, mechanical, avionic applications, just to cite a few of them. For

instance, in automotive control applications, one ofthe main research topics is the active

attitude control of the vehicle, where the vehicle dynamics are modified imposing forces

or moments to the vehicle body in different ways (see, e.g. [1], [3], [4], [6], [24], [32]),

to improve stability, safety and comfort. This technology makes use of active actuators

(active front steering, imposing incremental steer angle on top of the driver's input), and

smart sensors (for examples, the so-called intelligent tires, allowing precise and distributed

measurements ofthe road/tire friction coefficient). These actuators/sensors introduce some

delays, which can deteriórate the performance ofthe attitude control law.

1.1 Time-delay Systems Compensation

The control of time-delay systems is also a challenging and interesting problem from a

theoric point of view. Many approaches have been proposed, and continué to appear, for
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different kinds of systems
- linear or nonlinear, continuous or discrete [8]. The problem

has been extensively studied, especially for delay compensation strategies using a Smith

predictor [18], [19], [34], [48], [60], [66]. The results in [34], [56], emphasize the inter

est ofusing Finite Spectrum Assignment (FSA) strategy which allows obtaining for linear

systems, a feedback system with a finite number of eigenvalues located at a desired set

of points in the complex plañe. Moreover, the FSA allows making the stability easy to

check. In fact this method does not requiere the use of Lyapunov-Krasovskii function-

als (see [55], [58], [61]). Time-delay compensation technique, employing nonlinear mod

els, can be expected to yield significant improvements. However, only a few nonlinear

time-delay compensation strategies are currently available.

Some of these strategies use a discrete predictor assuming that the plant is open-loop

stable [20]. Others, for small delays and for minimum phase systems satisfying a transver-

sality condition, propose an approximate compensation strategy [35]. In [58], a controller

based on an integral sliding mode and on a linear Takagi-Sugeno predictor has been pro

posed to reject perturbations. In [36], [37], [38], a stability analysis in continuous time,

with no compensation strategy, has been performed. In [15], [16] the stability analysis of

networked controlled systems with uncertain and varying delays is carried out. Various

works deal with the compensation of input time-delay nonlinear systems using a nonlinear

predictor. For instance, [28] studies systems with finite escape time problem, restricting

the attention to first-order nonlinear systems. In [27] a backstepping control for Unear time

delay systems, given by first order hyperbolic partial differential equations, is proposed.

In [29], the compensation of input time-delay strict feedforward systems is studied, and a

predictor-based feedback law is given in explicit form.

1.2 Time-delay Sampled Systems

The use of fast digital computers has motivated the design of sampled-data controllers for

continuous time plants. Considering zero-order holders, as usual, and the general case

2



of time-delay not múltiple of the sampling time, the sampled dynamics result with two

discrete inputs delayed [23], [30], [46], [47]. Furthermore, once the sampled dynamics

have been calculated, and the digital controller has been designed fulfilling certain design

requirements, the controller performance may not be necessarily satisfactory when applied

to the continuous system, due to possible poor intersampling behavior.

When dealing with the compensation problem for sampled nonlinear systems with in

put delay, the crucial point is the availability of the exact representation of the sampled

dynamics. In [2], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [65], the exact discrete-time

dynamics are assumed to be known and available to the designer. However, this assumption

is rarely verified in general, so that the results have limited applicability. Only for particular

cases, notably that pointed out in [12], [13], where the representation is finitely discretiz-

able, this approach can be successfully used. Considering this limitation, some works have

tried to overeóme the problem, designing controllers on the basis of approximate sampled

dynamics [7], [31], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54].

1.3 Objectives

1.3.1 General Objectives

To propose novel compensation techniques for linear and nonlinear systems with time-

delay in the input establishing suitable conditions that allow stabilizing these systems using

a sampled predictor-based controller. These conditions will be obtained using the so-called

Lyapunov function.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives

1. Linear Case: To address the problem for stabilizing a sampled continuous system

by means ofa digital predictor-based controller. Considering that the delay is not a

múltiple of sampling-time, the sampled system depends on two delayed inputs.
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2. Nonünear Case: To establish a new approach for compensating and stabilizing a class

of nonünear systems with time-delay in the input, using a digital controUer. This

controUer is designed malring use ofan approximated representation of tbe sampled

system dynamics. Even in this case, it is considered that delay is not a múltiple of

the sampling-time, and the sampled system depends on two delayed inputs.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized as foUows. Chapter 2 briefly describes results cm systems with

input time-delay, sampüng and stabilization, required in tbe next chapters. In Section

2. 1 a review on linear and nonünear systems with input time-delay and its compensation

techniques is done. In section 22 some concepts related to linear and nonlinear sampüng

systems with input time-delay and its stabilization are given.

In Chapter 3 we propose a new approach for compensating input delays for linear and

nonlinear systems under sampling. The proposed dynamic controUer is based on an approx

imated predictor ofthe state ofthe system, obtained from an approximated representation

of tbe sampled system dynamics, and ensures the asymptotic and practical stabilization of

the exact sampled system, for linear or nonünear systems respectively. In Section 3.1, some

stability conditions for linear sampled dynamics are presented. In Section 3.2. the problem

is extended for nonünear systems «ith input delay. In Section 3.3, we present the stabil

ity conditions for nonünear sampled dynamics. FinaUy, in Section 3.4 some simulations

results are presented.

üi Chapter 4 we determine the discrete model with time-delay of a continuous system

with a time-delay in input, considering a general case, i.e. when the delay is notmúltiple of

the sampling time. The resulting dynamics depend on two delayed inputs. Then, this model

is used to design the discrete predictor based controUer, stabilizing and compensating the

discrete model. Moreover, we show that this discrete controUer, when implemented via

a zero-order holder and under certain conditions, stabilizes the continuous system with

4



time-delay in input, as well, showing a good intersampling behavior. This Chapter is

organized as follows: In Section 4.1, we perform the stability of sampled linear systems

with time-delay in the input using a sampled predictor-based controller. In Section 4.2,

the stabilization problem for the sampled dynamics is solved. In Section 4.3, we give some

simulation results.

In Chapter 5 we address the problem of stabilizing a sampled linear continuous system

with time-delay in the input, by means a digital predictor-based controller. We determine

the discrete model ofa continuous system with a time-delay in the input, considering sev

eral kinds of discretization. When the delay is not amúltiple of sampling-time, the result

ing dynamics depend on two delayed inputs as already seen. This model is used to design

the discrete predictor-based controller. A first step toward a solution ofthis problem was

given in [10], in which the continuous system with time-delay is rendered asymptotically

stable by a discrete predictor-based controller. We show that under appropriate conditions,

globally exponential stabilization of the time-delayed continuous system can be obtained

using a discrete predictor-based controller, in the cases in which the delay is allowed also

to be not a múltiple of sampling time. Moreover, we show that this discrete controller,

when implemented via a zero-order holder and under certain conditions, stabilizes as well

the continuous system with time-delay in the input, showing a good intersampling behav

ior. In Section 5.1, we recall some known results for linear systems with time-delay in the

input, necessary for further analysis. In Section 5.2, we introduce the main result perform

ing the stability analysis of such a system and the stabilization problem for the sampled

dynamics is solved. In Section 5.3, we give some simulation results.

üi Chapter 6 we focus on a special class of nonlinear systems, the strict-feedforward

systems, for which interesting stabilizing algorithm are known [59], [26]. In particular,

the interest in this class of systems relies on the fact that, when ünearizable, there exists

an iterative algorithm to construct a coordinate change that put them in the linear form.

In general such a construction passes through the solution of the differential equations,

which is often a difficult task. However, in [26] an explicit determination ofthis coordinate

5



change is presented, at the expense of (slightly) restricting the class of systems. Therefore

for these systems, diffeomorphic to linear ones, we address the stabilization problem at the

origin in the case of time-delay in the input. For, a digital predictor-based controller is

designed, making use of a Lyapunov-Krasovskii function, where the predictor is capable

of compensating the delay in the input. In Section 6.1, some known facts are recalled

about strict-feedforward systems with time-delay, the stabilization algorithm, as well as

the stabilization of linear continuous and sampled systems with time-delay in the input.

üi Section 6.2, a stability procedure for linealizable strict-feedforward systems with time-

delay in the input is presented. In Section 6.3, an illustrative example is given.

In Chapter 7 we present an altemative for stabilizing a class of strict-feedforward sys

tems with time-delay in the input. This work assumes that one is able to determine the

discretized dynamics in closed form ofa continuous time system at the sampling instants.

More precisely, we determine a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) discrete model in closed form ofthe

system. Then, assuming a time-delay in the input, generically notmúltiple ofthe sampling

time, the TS model is used to design the discrete predictor based controller, stabilizing the

discrete model in the origin. Moreover, we show that this discrete controller, when im

plemented via a zero order holder and under certain conditions, stabilizes the continuous

system with time-delay in input as well, showing a good inter-sampling behavior. In Sec

tion 7. 1 some facts about discretization ofdynamical systems with time-delay are recalled.

In Section 7.2 the TS fuzzy model is introduced, while in Section 7.3 the fuzzy discrete

stabilization problem is solved. A numerical example is shown in Section 7.4, and some

final considerations conclude this Chapter.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we conclude this dissertation and propose a future work plan. In

Section 8.1 we give conclusions about the overall thesis. In Section 8.2 some suggestions

about the future work are proposed.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentáis

This chapter briefly describes results on systems with input time-delay, sampüng and sta

bilization, required in future chapters. In Section 2.1 gives a review on linear and nonlinear

systems with input time-delay and its compensation techniques, respectively. Section 2.2

establishes concepts related to linear and nonlinear sampling systems with input time-

delay. Finally, Section 2.3 presents the stability analysis for nonlinear systems using an

approximated-based controller, require in future chapters, for the stabilization for nonlin

ear systems with time-delay using an approximated predictor-based controller.

2.1 Systems with input time-delay

A time-delay under the context of process control systems may be defined as the the time

intervalfrom the application ofa control signal to any observable change in the process

variable. Time delays have always been among the most difficult problems encountered

in process control. The effect ofa control signal or the measurement ofthe variables nec

essary to implement the controller, may not be as instantaneous as desirable. This reveáis

the presence of delays in the control-loop, which could significantly deteriórate the per

formance ofthe controller, and destabilize the closed-loop system [33], [55]. Examples of

these problems arise in various fields, such as chemical, mechanical, avionic applications,

7



just to cite a few. For instance, in automotive control applications, one ofthe main research

topics is the active attitude control of the vehicle, where the vehicle dynamics are modi

fied imposing forces ormoments to the vehicle body in different ways to improve stability,

safety and comfort (see, e.g. [1], [3], [6], [24], [32]). This technology makes use of active

actuators (active front steering, imposing incremental steer angle on top ofthe driver's in

put), and smart sensors (for examples, the so-called intelligent tires, allowing precise and

distributedmeasurements ofthe road/tire friction coefficient). These actuators/sensorsmay

introduce also some delays, which can deteriórate the performance of the attitude control

law as well.

2.1.1 State-Space Representation: Linear Case

For continuous systems with delay, the state at time í is defined on an interval [t', t] where

if depends on (the) delay(s) present in the system. A vector x(t) of dimensión n will be

used to express the state ofthe system at time í. This vector is called state vector and its

components x-*(í), ¿ = 1, 2, ..., n, are called state variables. If A is the largest time delay

in the system, then the knowledge of x(t) on (íi
— A, íi) plus the knowledge ofthe input

vector u(t) on [í** , t2] are necessary and sufficient to determine the state x(t) or the output

y(i) for all t2 > í-.. Thus, for continuous systems with delay, the initial state (or the initial

function) <fj(t) must be given for í € [ío — A, í0] where ío is the initial time of observation

ofthe system.

Using the concept of state is possible to describe any system with delays by a differ

ential and/or differences vector equation. Such an equation is referred to as an equation of

state ofthe system. For linear systems with delays, the equations of state and output are of

the form

aV R

x(t) = Ax(t) +^ Aix(t
-

txí) + B(t)u(t) +^ Bi(t)u(t
-

rui)
i=l i=l

8



JV R

y(t) = C(í)x(í) + ^Cix(í-rxi) + £'(íMí) +X;D*(íHí-r«i) (21)
t=i t=i

where rxi > O, i = 1, 2, . . .

, N; tuí > O, i = 1, 2, . . .

,
R represent the delays in the state

and control, respectively, present in the system. If the system is time invariant, then the

matrices A, B, C, D, Au Cu i = 1, 2, . . .

, N, and Bu Du i = 1, 2, . . .

,
R are constants.

Now, the transfer function representation for the feedback system with input time-delay, t,

showed in Figure 2. 1 is given by

y(s) = G(S)e- =Me-
a(s)

(2.2)

where a(s)/b(s) is a strictly proper and coprime rational function of order n with b(s)

Figure 2.1: Input time-delay feedback system

monic. t is a delay time b(s) is assume to have no múltiple zeros. Assuming that the

realization space ofthe plant G(s) is given by the equation x(í) = .Ax(í) + Bu(t), the

presence of delay genérate the following representation

x(í) = Ax(t) + Bu(t - r) (2.3)

with x(0) G \Wn, x(t) <= Rn, u(t) € Km are the state and control respectively. Moreover,

A, B are matrices of appropriate dimensions, rank B =
m, and r is the known time-delay.

Furthermore, u(t) = <p(t), for í G [-r, 0], where the function xp(t) G C° is the initial

continuous function defined on [—r. 0].

The following assumption, which requires that the system (2.3) without delay can be

stabilized, is instrumental to stabilize a system with time-delay in the input [25].



Assumption H.1 Thepair (a4, B) is stabilizable, i.e. there exists K e Rm x Rn, such that

x(t) = (A + BK)x(t) (2.4)

is GAS. o

2.1.2 State-Space Representation: Nonlinear Case

Dealing for continuous systems with time-delay in general case, the equation state has the

form

¿(í) = / (x(í), X(í - Txl), X(t
-

Tx2), ...,x(t- TxN),

U(t), U(t
-

Tul), U(t -Tu2),..., U(t
-

TuR), t) (2.5)

where / is a nonlinear vector and rxi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . .

, N; tuí > 0,i = 1,2, ...,R

represent the delays in the state and control, respectively. The output equation expresses

the output vector y(t) as a function of state and control vectors.

y(t) = g (x(t), x(t
- tx1), x(t - rx2), ...,x(t- txN),

u(t), u(t
-

tu1), u(t -tu2),..., u(t - tuR), t) (2.6)

where g, in general is a nonlinear valued vector. Ifthe system is time-invariant then / and

g will not depend explicitly on time. Now for the sake of simplicity for further analysis, we

consider only one input delay from equation (2.5), getting the following representation

x(í) = /(x(í),u(í-r)) (2.7)

where / is a continuously differentiable function, Lipschitz with respect to x. Moreover,

x(0) € Rn, u(t) = 7(í), í <= [-t, t], where the function j(t) G C° is the initial continuous

function defined on [—r, 0].

The following assumptions, which requires that the origin of system (2.7) without delay

can be stabilized, are instrumental to stabilize the origin ofa system with time-delay in the

input.
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Assumption H.2 (/(0, 0) = 0) is a equilibrium point and the system is not necessarily

stable. Indeed, suppose that the system has not finite escape time and the system without

delay

x(t) = f(x(t),u(t)) (2.8)

is stabilizable via state feedback. o

Assumption H.3 There exists a Lipschitz function <jj : Rn —> Rm, such that the origin of

x(t) = f(x(t),(P(x(t))) (2.9)

is GAS. o

Therefore, it is important before control is attempted, that the system is well understood,

in the sense of being modelled. Control systems are then designed so that the nominal

system (model and controller) exhibits desirable behaviour. In what follows, models-based

predictive control schemes for linear and nonlinear time-delay processes are presented.

2.2 Time-delay Systems Compensation

2.2.1 Smith-Predictor Control

The Smith-Predictor is probably the most popular strategy for control of time-delay sys

tems. Itwas proposed by Smtih [60]. Assume that amodel for the process G(s) is available

which is described by

G(s) = G0(s)e-T°, (2.10)

where G0(s) is a delay-free rational function and r is the time-delay. The structure ofthe

Smtih-Predictor Controller is shown in Figure 2.2. It can be shown that the closed-loop

transfer function is given by

„ / •, GJs)G(s)
Q (s)

—

cv ' \-L (j 1 1\
"W

1 + Gc(s)(G0(s)
-

G(s) + G(s))
' K }
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u(s)
G(s)

y(s)

\
'

fy»)

r* -/V1

^-V

Figure 2.2: Smith-Predictor Controller

üi the case of perfect modelling, i.e. G(s) = G(s), the closed-loop transfer function

between the set-^point and output is given by

GM =GM =
Gc(s)GQ(s)

(2.12)
1 + Gc(s)G0(s)

This implies that the characteristic equation is free ofthe delay so that the primary con

troUer Gc(s) can be designed with respect to Gq(s). The achievable performance can thus

be greatly improved over a conventional system without the delay-free output prediction.

One notable and not so desirable feature ofthe Smith-Predictor, however, is that it al

ways retains the poles ofthe process. This has been shown by [67]. Practical implications

ofthe feature are Umitations in the scope ofapplication. The Smith-Predictor cannot be ap

pUed to unstable and poorly damped systems because the closed-loop cannot be stabilized

or sufficiently stabilized.

2.2.2 Finite Spectrum Assignment Compensation

The Finite SpectrumAssignment (FSA) is an altemative time-delay compensation scheme.

Unlike the Smith-Predictor, however, it can be arbitrarily assign the closed-loop poles

and therefore can be applied to poorly damped and unstable processes. Like the Smith-

Predictor, the structure of the FSA is phisically realizable and implementation can be as

simple and efficient. Therefore, under Assumption H.1, is possible to construct a state-

12



feedback controller as follows

u(t) = KÍeATx(t)+ í e-A0Bu(t + e)do\. (2.13)

The closed-loop system has a finite number ofpoles, moreover, these satisfy the char

acteristic equation det(sl — A — BK) = 0. The control law (2.13) transforms the poles

assignment problem for systems with time-delay into a free-delay system. Such strategy

is called Finite Spectrum Assignment. The control law described above has an interesting

interpretation. Note that equation (2.13) can be written as

u(t) = KZ(t)

£(í) = eATx(t)+ e-MBu(t + 0)d0. (2.14)

such that (2.3) is GAS. f(í) is calledpredictor variable. Indeed, note that f (í) = x(í + r),

therefore

Í(t) = (A + BK)(,(t)- (2.15)

The variable £(í) is the prediction ofx(t) r times ahead. This implies that the control

law (2.13) is a predictor state-based controller. This predictor compensates in a sense the

input delay, resulting a free-delay system.

2.2.3 Nonlinear Predictor Compensation

Based on the Finite Spectrum Assignment procedure listed above, is possible to design a

nonlinear predictor that allows compénsate the delay r in system (2.7) as shown below.

Under Assumptions H.2, H.3 is straightforward to construct a state-feedback dynamic

controller as follows

«(*) = tí£(t))

tft) = x(t)+ ¡ f(£(s),u(s))ds. (2.16)
Jt-T
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such that (2.7) has the origin GAS. Here, £(t) is called nonlinearpredictor variable. Note

that .£(í) = x(t + t), therefore

m = rmum)))- (2.17)

where (2. 17) has an initial condition [29]

tf7) = x(0) + JJf(t(s)Ms))ds. (2.18)

The variable tfí) is the prediction ofx(í) r times ahead. This implies that the dynamics

controUer (2. 1 3) is a nonlinear predictor state-based controller. This predictor compensates

in a sense the input delay, resulting a free-delay system.

2.3 Time-Delay Sampled Systems

Assuming that systems (2.3), (2.7) are sampled with a constant sampling period S, and

zero-holders, the sampled dynamics of the linear system (2.3) without delay (r = 0)

are [39]

Xfc+i
= Asxk + B0uk (2.19)

r*
As = eAS; B0= eAt>Bdr)

Jo

and the sampled dynamics ofthe nonünear system (2.7) are [41]

,(fc+i)*

Xfc+i
= xfc + / /(x(s), uk)ds = Fe,s(xk, uk) (2.20)

JkS

so-caUed where x¿ = x(kS), and

ufc
= u(kó) = const, JW < í < (Jfc + l)ó (2.21)

is the piece-wise constant input.

When dealing with time-delays, a similar condition has to be considered. In the general

case, the delay in the input can be written as

t = (d
-

6)6; deZ+, 6e [0, 1) (2.22)
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and when the systems (2.3), (2.7) are sampled with sampling period St and zero holder» are

used, the sampled dynamics ofthe linear case are [17]

Xfc+i
= Af + B0uk-d + BiUk-d-r\ (2-23)

As = eAÍ; B0 = / eA*Bdm B0 = / eA"Bdr}
Jes Jo

and the sampled dynamics ofthe nonlinear case are [23]

Mk+1-$)S f{k+l)S

Xk+i
= Xfc+ / f(x(s),uk-d)ds+ / /(x(a),Ufc_d+i)da

Jk6 J(k+\-9)6
= Fe¡i(xk,Uk-d,Uk-d+i) (2-24)

where Xfc
= x(kS), and

„,
í uk-d kS<t<(k + l-9)S

u(t) = < (2.25)

[ uk.d+1 (k + l-0)6<t<(k + 1)5

is the piece-wise constant input.

Note that in the case of 0 = 0, r is a múltiple of the sampling period S, namely,

t = dS, d e ÍY Therefore, the linear and nonlinear sampled dynamics of (2.3), (2.7) are

presented by

Xfc+i = As + B0uk-d (2.26)

and

/■(fc+l-9)í

xk+i=xk+ f(x(s),uk-d)ds = Fttt(xk,uk.d) (2.27)
Jkt

respectively; where Ufc_d = u(k6 - dS).

A controUer for system (2.26), solving the stability problem can be designed out which

requires assuming that the stability problem can be solved when delay is zero, i.e.

Assumption H.4 The pair (A¿, B0) is stabilizable, Le. there exists K6 G Km x R", such

that

xk+i
= (A6 + B0Kt)xk (2.28)

is GAS. o

15



If assumption H.4 holds, one may guarantee the existence ofa matrix Ké cKm>- Rn,

such that the origin of the composite system (2.26) with the controller

«* = Ks&
¿-i

•=0

is GAS. Note that £*. = Zk+d, therefore

U+t'iAé+BJCfa (2.30)

Now, extending the problem for nonlinear systems, one trivially check that under die

existence of a stabilizing Lipschitz function o., the origin of (he composite system (2.27)

with thy dynamic controller

6 - F^fc, ■**■(&))

uk - ójfo) (2.31)

is GAS. For nonünear systems, tibe problem is that ¥._._- is not known in most cases, except

for particular ones, as for tbe class of finite discretizable systems presented in [13]. There

fore, a state or predictor controllers solving the control problem for (2.24), (2.27) are not

known, in general. FoUowing the approach introduced by some authors (see [49] and suc

cessive works), an altemative is to consider approximated representations of nie sampled

dynamics.
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Chapter 3

Stability Analysis for Sampled Systems

with Input Time-Delays

This Chapter deals with a new approach for compensating input delays in linear and nonlin

ear systems under sampling. The proposed dynamic controller is based on an approximated

predictor of the state of the system, obtained from an approximated representation of the

sampled system dynamics, and ensures the asymptotic and practical stabilization of the

exact sampled system, respectively in the case of linear or nonlinear systems. The approx

imated representation can be obtained using well-known techniques (Euler, Runge-Kutta,

Takagi-Sugeno, etc.), and the controller exists provided that the exact and approximated

sampled dynamics verify conditions expressing their "closeness" Section 3 . 1 stability con

ditions for linear sampled dynamics are presented. In Section 3.2 the problem is extended

for nonlinear systems with input delay. In Section 3.3 we present the stability conditions

for nonlinear sampled dynamics. Finally, in Section 3.4 some simulations results are pre

sented.
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3.1 Stability Analysis of Input Time-Delay Systems: Lin

ear Case

in this Section we wül explore the possibility of design a predictor based on an approxi

mated model ofthe sampled linear dynamics of (2.23), when r
= d6. One can hope also

design a controUer and solving the stabiUzation problem in an approximated sense. The

same ideas wül be extended for the general, when delay r is not múltiple ofthe sampling

period ¿.

For clarity to distinguish the exact model ofthe approximate model, we rename A¿ as

Aj» fio as Bo,. and B\ as Bie, so (2.23) yields

Xfc+l
= AjeXfc + BoeUk-d (3.1)

when t = dó,de Z+, or

Xk+l
= AseXk + B^Uk-d + BleUk-d+l (3.2)

when r = (d- 6)6, deZ+,6e (0, 1].

Several methods in the literature propose approximatedmodels ofdynamics (3.1), (3.2)

ofthe form

Xfc+i
= AfoXfc + BoaUk-d (3.3)

when r = dS, d € Z+, or

Xfc+l
= A,jaXfc + BoaUk-d + Bla«fc-<i+l- (3.4)

when t = (d
—

6)6, d G Z+, 6 € (0, 1], based on techniques such as Euler, Runge-Kutta,

Takagi-Sugeno, among others.

A controUer for system (3.1) or (3.2), solving the stabiUty problem, can be carried out

using the approximatedmodel (3.3) or (3.4), under the following assumption, requiring that

the stabiUty problem can be solved when the delay is zero.

18



Assumption H.5 For the system (3.3). There exists Ka G Rm x Rn, such that

Xfc+i
= (Asa + B0aKa)xk (3-5)

is GAS. °

Under assumption H.5, it is possible to construct a predictor-based controller

"*
= Ka£k

d-l

^ = Atxk + YjAk^BoaUk-d+i. (3-6)

t=0

Note that <%k = Xk+d, therefore

a+i = (A^ + B0aKa)tk- (3-7)

such that the origin of (3.1) is GAS. In fact, under assumption H.5, [25] there exists a

Vl € C1 function such that

oill^H < Vb(zfc) < a2\\zk\\

Vl(4+i)
~

VUzk)
< n

xx xx

nff.

where zk = ( xk £k ), a>i,a>2, a3 > 0, and z%+l = (I2 <8> (ASa + BQaKa))zk.

The approximated model (3.3) must enjoy the property to be "cióse" enough to the

exact model (3.1). This property is formalized by the following assumptions, which are

used for systems without delays [49].

Assumption H.6 Suppose that thefollowing conditions hold

a) The system z£+1 = I2 ® (Aga + B0aKa)zk, Zk € R2n, is one-step consistent with

respect to z%+l
= I2 <g> (A¡e + B0eKa)zk, there exists a positive real valué p0 and

6* > 0 such that

\\zi+1-4+i\\<6po(S)\\zk\\ (3.9)

V¿ € (0, 6*), where p0 is oforder n in 6 and p0 -4 0 when 6 —> 0.
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b) The system Zk+i = I2 ® (Asa + B0aKa)zk is equi-globally asymptotically stable by

equi-Lipschitz Lyapunovfunctions, there exist L > O, 6* > O such that

\\V(zhk)
-

V(z2,k)\\ <I2® L\\zhk
- z2_k\\ (3.10)

Vzi,fc, z2ik € R2n andVí € (0, 6*). o

The following result provides a controller for system (3.1) solving the stability problem

in asymptotical sense.

Theorem 1 Ifr = d6, d € Z+. under the assumptions H.5, H.6, suppose there exists

6* > 0 such thatfor all 6 e (0, 6*), with 6* such that

r<„(*£) (3.11)

holds, we have that the closed-loop exact linear models (3.1), (3.6) are asymptotically

stable. o

Proof 1 We havefrom (3.8)

VL(zak+1)
~

VL(Zk)
2

s -o3p* ii

Vl(z%+1)
-

VL(zk)
^

, xx

,
Vl(z%+1)

-

VL(zak+1)
2

< -a3Pfc|| h 2

<
. „.„ . IIVL(4fi)-Vb«fi)ll

< —

a3||Zfc|| H

< -a3||zfc|| + L|l^+1¿"Zfc°+l11
éy assumption H.6, yields

It is now obvious thatfor all 6 € (0, <5*) with ó* as the minimum such that (3.11) holds

we have

Vl(zI+1)
-

VL(zk) 1
, ,

2
^
~2 3" fc""
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In the following we solve the stabilization problem in the case (2.22) holds, namely

such that delays may be not a múltiple ofthe sampling period.

For, we will use the following assumptions.

Assumption H.7 There exists KaeRm x Rn, such that

Xk+i
= (Asa + BlaKa)xk + B0aKaxk-i (3-12)

is GAS. o

Assumption H.7 allows constructing a predictor-based controller ofthe form

uk
= Ka(_k

d-2 d-2

^ = Ads-1Xk + y¿rA'¡-2-iB0Uk-d+i + y52Ads-2-iB1Uk-d+i+i. (3.13)
.=0 i=0

such that the origin of (3.4) is GAS. Note that& =

Xk+d-i, therefore

Ík+i = (ASa + BlaKa)Ík + B0aKazk-i . (3. 14)

As the preceding procedure, it is necessary to require that the approximatedmodel (3.4)

must be "cióse" enough to the exact model (3.2).

Assumption H.8 Suppose that thefollowing conditions hold

a) The system z%+1 = I2® (ASa+ B__aKa)zk + 12 ® (B0aKa)zk-i, zk <E R2n, is one-step

consistent with respect to zek+l = I2 ® (ASe + BuKe)zk + I2 <8> (50eKe)*Zfc-i* -here

existpositive real valúes p\ , p2 and 5* > 0 such that

W4+i
-

«¡Uill < S(Pi(S)\\zk\\+P2(ó)\\zk-i\\) (3.15)

V<5 € (0, 6*), and p\ and p2 are oforder n in 6 and px -> 0, p2
—> 0 when 6 —

> 0.

b) The system z£+1
= I2 ® (ASa + BlaKa)zk + I2 <g> (B0aKa)zk_-í is equi-ghbally

asymptotically stable by equi-Lipschitz Lyapunovfunctions, namely (3.10) holds. o
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The following result gives a controller for system (3.4), solving the stability problem in

an asymptotical sense.

Theorem 2 Ifr = (d
-

6)6, d € Z+ 6 e [0, 1), under the assumptions H.7, H.8, suppose

there exists 6* > 0 such thatfor all 6 <E (0, 6*), with 6* as the minimum such that

LP2(6')
~i ?

—

7xí\
< l (316-)

±a3 - Lpi(6*)

holds, we have that the closed-loop exact linear models (3.2), (3.13) are asymptotically

stable.

Proof 2 Itfollowsfrom proofofTheorem 1, and byAssumption H.7, (3.10) yields

Vl(4+1)- VL(zk)
< -aa\\zk\\ + L(p1(6*)\\zk\\+p2(S)*\\zk.l\\)

< -\"3\\zk\\ + (-\a3 +

LPl(6Yj \\zk\\ + Lp^Wz^W

It is now obvious thatfor all 6 € (0, 6*) with 6* as the minimum such that (3.16) holds

we have

VL(z%+l)-VL(zk) 1

2
-^ -g^Pfcll-

3.2 StabilityAnalysis of Input Time-Delay Systems: Non-

linear Case

Since Fe,f in (2.24), (2.27) may be not known, one can determine and use an approxi

mated model of the sampled dynamics of (2.7). Several methods in the literature propose

approximated models ofthe form

Xfc+i
= Fa,s (xk , uk-d) (3.1 7)

when t — d6,d £ Z+, or

Xfc+i
= Fa<s(xk,uk-d,Uk-d+i)- (3.18)
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when t = (d- 0)6, d€Z+,6 € (0, 1), based on techniques such as Euler, Runge-Kutta,

Takagi-Sugeno, etc. [31], [52], [62], [63], among others.

A controller for system (2.24), or (2.27), solving the stability problem, can be carried

out using the approximatedmodel (3. 1 8) or (3. 1 7), under the following assumption, requir

ing that the stability problem can be solved when the delay is zero.

Assumption H.9 For the system (3.17), there exists a function «-/>„: Rn -> Rm, <j>a € C\

such that the origin of

Xfc+i
= Fa.s(xk,<i>a(xk))

is GAS. o

Under Assumption H.9, it is possible to construct a predictor-based controller

6+i = r,a(Sk) = Fa,s(Sk,(f>a(Sk))

Uk
= <l>a((k) (3.19)

such that the origin of (3.17) is GAS. The approximated model (3.17) must enjoy the prop

erty to be "cióse" enough to the exact model (2.27). This property is formalized by the

following assumptions, which are used for systems without delays [50].

Assumption H.10 Suppose that thefollowing conditions hold

a) Thefamily Fa.s(zk, <f>a(zk)), zk € R2n, is one-step consistentwith respect to Fe<g(zk, (f>a

namelyfor each compact V C R2n there exists afunction p € £«- and 6* > 0 such

that

\\Fc,s(zk.Mzk)) - Fa.s(zk, <í>a(zk))\\ < 6p(S) (3.20)

V^ G P and Vc5 e (0, 6*), where p G /C»;

b) Thefamily Fa(zk, <¡>a(zk)) is equi-globally asymptotically stable by equi-Lipschitz

Lyapunovfunctions, namely (3.10) holds. o
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In Appendix the reader can find a sufficient condition ensuring the one-step consis

tency, requested by Assumption H.1O.a. The foUowing result provides a controUer for

system (2.27) solving the stabiUty problem in practical sense.

Theorem 3 If t = dS, d € Z+. under the Assumptions H.9, H.10 and for any fixed

A„ A„ € R+, thefeedback system (2.27), (3.17) has the origin practically asymptotically

stable, namely there exist 0 G ICC. 6* > 0. such that

\\zk\\<m\zo\\.k6) + Av, 2fc- í 6 J (3.21)

V¿6[0,nV||2o||<A„Vl/<Al/. o

Proof 3 Theprooffollows that given in [49]for systems without delays.

■

In the following we solve the stabiUzation problem in the case of delays which are not

a múltiple of the sampling period, namely such that (2.22) holds. For, we will use the

foUowing assumptions.

Assumption BL11 There exists afunction tf>a : Rn —> Rm, <f>a G C1, such that the origin of

Xk+l
= ■F,a,¿(-*Cfc-*¿a(Xfc),<A«(Xfc_l))

is GAS. o

Assumption H. 1 1 allows constructing a predictor-based controller ofthe form

Cfc+i = ik

Ík+1 = Va(ÍkXk) = KAÍk,<i>a(£k),<t>a(Ck))

uk
= 4>a(Ík) (3.22)

such that the origin of (3.18) is GAS. Note that £k — £fc_i. As above, it is necessary to re

quire that the approximatedmodel (3.18) must be "cióse" enough to the exactmodel (2.24).
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Assumption H.12 Suppose that thefollowing conditions hold

a) Thefamily Fa,s(zk,u1,k,u2,k), zk € R2n,is one-step consistentwith respect to Fe.s(zk,ui.k,u2¡kl

namelyfor each compact V C R2n there exists afunction p G £«, and 6* > 0 such

that

\\Fe,s(zk, uhk, u2tk)
-

Fa¡s(zk, ultk, u2,k)\\ < 6p(6) (3.23)

Vz*, G V and V<5 G (0, 6*), where p G Kx, and where uhk
= (pa(zk), u2.k

=

4>a(zk-i);

b) Thefamily Fa(zk, uhk, u2>k) is equi-globally asymptotically stable by equi-Lipschitz

Lyapunovfunctions, namely (3.10) holds.
°

Condition ofAsumption H.12.a can be ensured by a sufficient condition analogous to

the one-step consistency given inAppendix, applied to u2¡k, as the reader can readily check.

The following result gives a controller for system (2.24), solving the stability problem in

practical sense.

Theorem 4 Ifr = (d- 0)6, d G Z+, 6 G [0, 1) under the AssumptionsHll, H.12 and

for anyfixed Az, A„ G R+, the feedback system (2.24), (3.22) has the origin practically

asymptotically stable, namely there exist ¡3 G K.C, 6* > 0, such that (3.21) holds V<5 G

[O.nVIkoll^A^V^^A,. o

Proof 4 Let 0:1,0:2,0:3 G ICr*,. Let (v,D) be strictly positive real numbers such that

&i(D) > v, and let 5* > 0 be such that, for each 6 G [0, 6*], there exists a Lyapunov

function V :R2n ^>R,V e C\ satisfying

<xi(\\zk\\)<V(zk)<a2(\\zk\\) (3.24)

V(Fq,6(zk, (f)q(Zk), <t>a(Zk-l))
~

V(zk) ^ „/■■.« a-, -*,.-: -a

2
^ -"síP* ||) (3.25)

Vífc G R2n, W G (0, 5*), where 6* > 0 isfixed. We begin theproofwith thefollowing.

Claim. If

IWI < D
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may.{v(Fets(zk,4>a(zk),4>a(zk-i))),V(zk)} > v (3.26)

thefollowing holds

V(F*.s(zkAa(zk).<t>a(zk-i))) - V(zk) < -5-a3(\\zk\\). o

Postponing theproofofthis claim, thenforall \\z0\\ < aJ^aiíD)) wehave \\zk\\ < D,

V(zk)<max{V(z0),i-}. (3.27)

Denote V(Fe.s(zk,4>a(zk),(t>a(zk-i)) - V(zk+i). If

{v(Fe¡S(zk, (f>a(Zk), <Pa(Zk-l))), V(zk) } > Vmax*

then

V(zk+i)
-

V(zk) < -5-a3(a?(V(zk))) < -6a(V(zk)).

The relation (3.27) follows by induction. With (3.27), (3.24), v and D, imply

\\zk\\ < m^{a^(V(z0)),a^(iy)} < D. (3.28)

So either, V(zk+i) > d which, from the claim and (3.28), implies V(zk+i) < V(zk), or

y(zk+i) < v. ln both cases, (3.27) holdsfor V(zk+i) as well.

Let us introduce y(t) = V(zk) + (t- k)vi**l)-vl"k)', Ví G [kS, (k + 1)6], k>0. y(t)

is a continuous, nonnegative, piecewise linearfunction of "time
"

t and henee absolutely

continuous with derivative given, for almost all t, by

f/M-ny^(4at o

Let v(t) = P(va, t) be an unique solution ofv = —a(v), v(t(¡) = v0, where ¡3 G KC.

By the comparison theorem

y(t) < v(t) = _B(v0, t), t > í0, y0 = v0

yk<Vk = í3(v0,k6), k:t€[k6,(k + l)6]
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and by definition ofy(t)

V(zk) < max{P(y0,k),i;} <max{/3(V(zQ),k),v}

INI < a-l\P(V(z0),k6)) + a-l\u)

< aí\0(az1(\\zo\\),k6)) + a;í(v)

so that (3.21) holds true.

Let us now prove the previous claim. Given a pair ofstrictly positive real numbers

(v, D), we define

d =

5OÍ1 (0 • £2
= ^(a2(D)) + e1.

From Assumption H.12.b, there exist L > O, 6\ > Q such that (3.10) holds. From Assump

tion H12.a, the function p G £«, and 62 > O exist so that (3.23) holds. Let 63,6% > O be

such that

LP(6t) < \a3(a^(ai(El))), ¿Jpft) < loff» Q)
Let us set 6* — min{<5í, 62,63, 61). Suppose that \\zk\\ < D, and denoting

V(Fe.s(zk,Mzk),<Pa(zk-i))) = V(Fe,s)

V(Fa,6(Zk,<t>a(Zk),<t>a(Zk-l))) = V(Fa,S)

\\Fe,5(Zk,<t>a(Zk),<t>a(Zk-l))\\ = ||Feií||

\\Fa,s(zk,Mzk),Uzk-i))\\ = \\Fa,s\\

this implies

\\Fa_sW < af1 (V(F«,s)) < a^(a2(\\zk\\)) < a^(a2(D)) < e2. (3.29)

From the definition of6* (inparticular 6_\) and (3.23), itfollows thatfor all 6 G (0, <5*)

\\FeA < «i\oc2(D)) + \a? (±>) = e2.

Suppose V(Fe>s) > u/2. From (3.24), (3.25), this implies

\\Fe,s\\ > «? (0 > ei.
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Againfrom the definition of6' (inparticular 6*J and (3.23), itfollows thatfor all 6 G (0,6*)

\\Fa,s\\ > ¿«-J1 g) = ei (3.30)

and, considering (3.29),

From (3.29)- (3.30), and the definition of6*. we deduce that \\zk\\ < D and V(Fe.s) >

i//2, imply

V(Fe,i)-V(zk) = V(FaiS)-V(zk) + V(Fets)-V(Fa,s)

< -Sa3(\\zk\\) + L6p(6*) < -^a3(||zfc||).
Now, supposing V(Fe>s) < v¡2 andV(zk) > v.from (3.24) and (3.25) weget V(zk) >

■JorsINII. Therefore,

V(Fe,s)
-

V(zk) < \(v - V(zk)
-

V(zk))
- S-a3(\\zk\\)

and the claim isproved.

3.3 A Numerical Example

In this section we illustrate the theoretical results obtained for both cases, linear and non

ünear systems with a time-delay in input

3.3.1 Linear Case

Let us consider a double integrator system with a time-delay in the input

xi(í) = x2(í)

x2(í) = u(t-r) (3.31)
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with r = 0.5 s, and xi(0) = 0.1, x2(0) = 0.3. The continuous predictor is found by

explicitly solving (3.31)

6(í) = xl(t) + TX2(t)+ f (í-7)u(7)d7
Jt-T

6(0 = x2(t) + í u(j) d1 (3.32)
Jt-r

whose dynamics are

L(t) -&(*)

&(t) =u(t). (3.33)

The exact model discretization of (3.33) is given by

•tl,fc+l
=

?l,fc + <>Í2,k + ~¡y-Uk

6,fc+i = Í2,k + 6uk (3.34)

with 6 — 0.25 s. In this example we consider, for instance, the approximated Euler model

discretization

6,fc+l = Íl,k + ^2,fc

Í2,k+i = Í2,k + 6uk (3.35)

Finally the following controller is designed for the approximated predictor model

^ = _&£ - ?|á. (3.36)

The eigenvalues ofthe exact predictor closed-loop model are Ai = 1 —

|, X2 = —1,

and therefore the exact predictor closed-loop model is not stable.

The eigenvalues of the approximated predictor closed-loop system are Ax = y/1 — 6,

A2 = —i/I — 6. Figures 3.1.a, 3. l.b show the behavior of system (3.31) with an input

control u(i) — 1. Figures 3. l.c, 3. l.d show the behavior ofthe closed loop system (3.31)

using the approximated predictor-based controller (3.35) with £0 = x(0). Moreover, Fig

ures 3. I.e, 3. l.f show (3.31) with the continuous predictor(3.33) and with tfO) = x(0).
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Figure 3.1: System (3.31) with u = 1: a) xx (soUd), x2 (dashed); b) input u = 1. Closed-

loop system (3.31), (3.35): c) xx (soüd), x2 (dashed); d) approximated predictor-based

controUer (3.36). Closed-loop system (3.3 1), (3.33): e) xi (soüd), £i (dashed); f) x2 (soüd),

£2 (dashed).
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Figures 3.2 show the behavior ofthe error between exact and approximated dynamics

in (3.9), when 6 varies with £0 = x(0). It is possible to note that the stabilization depend

on 6, and it is better when 6 approaches 1, while the error between the exact predictor

dynamics and the approximated ones improves with 6 -+ 0.

& 0.05

_

0.05

ÍJ*< 0

5

Timas

Figure 3.2: Error \\Q^
-

-f»fc||: a) for 6 = 0.25 s; b) for 6 = 0.5 s; c) for 6 = 0.95 s. Error

ll^fc-Í2a,fcl|:d)forall¿>0.

3.3.2 Nonlinear Case

Let us consider the following nonlinear system with a time-delay in the input

¿i(0 « x2 + x\(t) + u(t - t)

x2(t) = u(t - t) (3.37)
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with r = 0.25 s, and xi(0) = -0.1, x2(0) = 0.1. The continuous predictor is found by

explicitly solving (3.37)

€i(t) = Xi(í) + rx2(í) + Tx^(í)+ í (í u(s)dsj di

+ f u(7)d7 + (l + 2x2(í)) f (í-7)u(7)d7
Jt-T Jt-T

6(0 = x2(í) + / «(7) dj
Jt-T

whose dynamics are

6(0 = 6(0 + Cl(0 + «(0

6(0 = u(t). (3.38)

Since the representation ofthe exact predictor model is not available, we consider an

approximated discretization. Considering, for instance, the approximated Eulermodel dis

cretization, one obtains

6,fc+i = Íi,k + S(i2,k + ilk + Uk)

6,fc+i = Í2,k + 6uk. (3.39)

Finally, the following controller for the approximated predictor model is designed

Uk
= ~(Silk + Íi,k + 2Í2,k). (3.40)

The eigenvalues ofthe approximated predictor closed-loop system are Ai = Vl - 6,

A2 = -y/T^l.

In the simulations we have considered a sampling period of6 = 0.6 s. Figures 3.3.a, 3.3.b

show the behavior of system (3.37) with an input control u(t) = 1. Figures 3.3.c, 3.3.d

show the behavior of the closed loop system (3.37) using the approximated predictor-

based controller (3.40) with 6 = x(0). Moreover, Figures 3.3.e, 3.3.f show (3.37) with the

continuous predictor (3.38) and with tf0)
= x(0).

To analyze the dependence ofthe stability property on the sampling period 6, Figure 3.4

shows the error between original and approximated dynamics in (3.20), with 6 = x(0),
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Figure 3.3: System (3.37) with u - 1: a) r
•

(solid), x2 (dashed); b) input u = 1. Closed-

loop system (3.37), (3.39): c) x- (soüd), x2 (dashed); d) approximated predictor-based

controller (3.39). Closed-loop system (3.37), (3.38): e) x , (solid), 6 (dashed); 0 x2 (solid),

6 (dashed).
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for some valaes ofi. h is powMe to apprccoie that Ae error feada to zero more qmddy

wbea S approaches 1, whüe *e error between tfce onpmd predktor dy—ka and Ae

approximated oses inipwvc» with á -> 0.

Rgnre 3.4: Enor ||6
-

¿«J: a) for tf = 0.5 s; b) for 8 = 0.7 s; c) for ¿ = 0.9 *. Enor

||6
-

ílkW- d)for¿ = 0.5s;e)for-5 = 0.7 s; f) for á = 0.9 s.

3.4 Conclusions

A new approach to compénsate input time-delays in nonünear systems, via approximated

predictor-based controllers, has been presented to solve stabilization problems. The pro

posed controllers are based on Ibe approximated representation of sampled systems ob

tained with techniques such as Euler, Runge-Kutta, Takagi-Sugeno, or any other approxi

mation technique satisfying Ibe given consistency conditions.
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Chapter 4

Stability Analysis using the

Lyapunov-Krasovskii Functional in

Discrete Linear Systems with

Time-Delays

In this Chapter, we determine the discrete model with time-delay of a continuous system

with a time-delay in input, considering a general case, i.e. when the delay is notmúltiple of

the sampUng time. The resulting dynamics depend on two delayed inputs. Then, this model

is used to design the discrete predictor based controller, stabilizing and compensating the

discrete model. Moreover, we show that this discrete controller, when implemented via a

zero order holder and under certain conditions, stabilizes the continuous system with time-

delay in input, as well, showing a good intersampling behavior. The main advantage of

the proposed technique relies on the simplicity of the controller design. This Chapter is

organized as follows: In Section 4.1, we perform the stability of sampled linear systems

with time-delay in the input using a sampled predictor-based controller. In Section 4.2, the

stabilization problem for t he sampled dynamics is solved. In Section 4.3, we give some

simulation results. Some comments conclude this Chapter.
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4.1 Stability Analysis of Input Time-Delay Linear Sys

tems

As we mentioned in Chapter 2, when dealing with nonzero time-delays in (2.3), specially

in the case ofdelays which are not múltiple ofthe sampüng period 6, namely

r = (d-6)6; deZ+, 6e[0,l) (4.1)

when zero-holders are used, the sampled dynamics are [17]

Xk+i =AS + B0uk-d + BiUk-d+i (4.2)
r-S fSS

As = eAS; B0 = eAtlBdr¡; B0= eAr>Bdr)
Jes Jo

with u(t) as (2.25).

In the foUowing we solve the stabilization problem for the systems (4.2). For, we use

the following assumption.

Assumption H.13 For the system 4.2, there exists Ks € Rn x Rn such that

Xk+i
= (As + B1Kg)xk + B0KsXk-i (4.3)

is GAS. o

Assumption H.13 allows constructing a predictor-based controller ofthe form

Uk
= Ksik

d-2 d-2

6 = Ads-1xk + YtAt2'iBoUk-d+i + J2Ads~2~ÍBlUk-'i+i+l- <4-4>
«=0 i=0

such that the system (4.2) is GAS. Note that 6 =
x^+d-i, therefore

6+i = (As + B^s)^ + BoKstk-i- (4.5)

Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability are formalized by the following theo

rem.
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Theorem 5 UnderAssumption H.13, the trajectories of4.3, 4.5 are global asymptotically

stable ifexistpositive definite matrices P and R such that

¡ I2®(P-R) h®(NZ) I2®(Nl-i) 0 \
I2®Nk I2®P-X 0 0

72®(7riVfc) 0 I2®R I2®lT

0 0 7 I2<S)P~l

>0 (4.6)

\ /

and

R - -fP-y > 0

where Nk =- (As + BiKs) and 7 = B0KSP.

(4.7)

Proof 5 Under hypothesisH 13, there exists a suitable gain K¿ G Rn x Rn such that As +

B\Ks is Hurwitz. To study the behavior of(4.3), (4.5), we propose a discrete Lyapunov-

Krasovskiifunction

xk

V(zk) = zl(l2 ® P)zk + J^%-jih ® R)zk-j zk =

¿=o V 6
(4.8)

with P andR aspositive definite matrices. Now, taking theforwarddifference of(4.8), one

gets

^V(zk) = zl{I2®(NlPNk-P + R)zk + zll2®(Nl1)}zk-i

+ zl_l{I2®(1TNk)}zk-zl_1{I2®(R-1T1)}zk-i. (4.9)

Using the basic matrix inequality (see [57]), it is possible to sepárate the terms ofzk and

zk-ifor obtaining delayfree stability conditions

XTY + YTX < XTA1X + YTA^Y

with Aj G Rkxk, with Aj = Af > 0, Ai = ñ - 7T7. Henee, (4.9) yields

&V(zk) < z\{I2 <g> (NlPNk -P + R +N^k^Nk^Zk
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which is negative definite if

NtPNk -P + R + A^AfVWfc < 0. (4. 10)

Finally, using the Schur complement (see [5]), we obtam conditions (4.6), (4. 7).

■

An interesting question arises at this point: Ifthe discrete system (4.2) is the discretiza

tion in closed loop form ofthe corresponding continuous system (2.3) (when the sampling

time 6 is not a múltiple of r), and (4.4) is the predictor dynamics that allow compensating

and stabilizing the corresponding discrete system (4.2) via a predictor-based controller,

will this controller (4.4) stabilize the continuous system (2.3) as well? This question will

be studied in the following section.

4.2 The Discrete Stabilization Problem

In the following xzh(t) denotes the piece-wise constant function obtained as output ofa

zero holder, having the discrete time function xk as input.

Problem: Global discretizedstabilizationproblem (GDSP, see [9]). Given a linear sys

tem (2.3), the GDSP consists of finding a discrete system (4.2) and a piece-wise constant

controller

u(t) = Kszzh(t), t € [k5, (k + 1)6) (4.1 1)

obtained from (4.4) bymeans ofa zero holder, such that for any initial condition x0 = x(0)

the solution ofthe closed-loop system

x(í) = Acx(t) + BcKsxzh(t) (4.12)

satisfies lim x(t) =0. o
t-HX>

The result hereinafter expresses a condition for the existence ofa solution to the GDSP.

Theorem 6 Assume thefollowing assumptions hold.
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a) The linear system (2.3) is discretizable in closedform (4.2);

b) The solution x(t) = (j>(x0,u(t)) ofthe closed loop continuous system (2.3)- (4.4)

exists globally and can be expressedas

x(k6 + 0) = F(xk,xk-1,...,0) (4-13)

with F the solution ofthe closed loop continuous system (2.3)- (4.4), such that

F(O,O,...,0) = O (4-14)

where t — k6 + 0 and 0 £ [O, <5) a linearfunction.

c) There exists matrices P > O, R > O and Ks eRn xRn such that matrix inequali

ties (4. 6) and (4. 7) hold.

Under a), b), c) the controller (4.4) solves the GDSP. o

Proof 6 From the previous discussion, by assumption c) the controller (4.4) stabilizes the

system (4.3). Henee, since the discrete model describes the dynamics ofthe system (4.2),

then (4.11) stabilizes also the system discretized in the closedform (4.2) and then we have

that

Um x(k6) — Um xk = 0.
fc-»O0 fc—1*00

Now, by assumption b), ifxk goes to zero, then since F(0, 0) = O, by continuity, itfollows

that

Um x(í) = Um x(k6 + 0) = O.
1-rOO t-*>0O

■

Remark 1 Assumption a) is necessary in order to compute the linear systems. Now, re

calling that the solution ofa linear with time-delay in the input can be written as

rkS+6

x(k6 + 0) = eA°9xk + / eA^kS+e-3)Bcu(s - r) ds
JkS
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andapiece-wise constant controller

u(0 = *->6 = Ksxk+d-i

is used in the interval t € [k6, (k + 1)6), then the solution takes theform

rkS+0

x(k6 + 0) = eA<exk + / eMks+e-.) B^ KsAd-iKsXkr
JkS

rkS+e d-2

+ / tW*-) Bcds KiJ^Af-^BoKsXk+i-t-r
JkS tí
rkS+0 d-2

+ / eA<(k6+e-* Bcds KsVAf^KtXk+i-r
Jk* tí

i.e.,

d-2 d-2

x(k6 + 6) = M0(6)xk + Mx(6)xk-r +£ 7Vi(f9)xfc+i_1_T +£Wi(0)xk+i.T.
i=0 i=0

whereM0(6), Mi(6), Ni(6) andW{(6) are boundedfunctions of6. Since 6 (t) is a bounded

Junction, namely

||Mo(é>)||oo <A>, ||Mi(0)|U <pi

II^WIloo <P2, IIWiWHoo <P3

for pi, l = 0, . . .

, 3, as positive real valúes. Now, since by control law (4.4) it is assumed

that x(k6) —r 0, by continuity itfollows that the continuous linear system (2.3) is stabilized

as well. o

4.3 Simulation Results

In this section we consider some examples of interest. We first consider the appUcation

of the proposed controller to a simplified case of attitude control of a vehicle. Then we

consider the case ofthe double integrator.
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4.3.1 Control of a Ground Vehicle

To illustrate the previous results, consider the bicyclemodel for a ground vehicle,modelling

the lateral and yaw dynamics

m(i)y + vxuz) = n(FVíf(otf) + Fv,r(ar)J
Jújz = v{Fytf(af)lf-FyA<*r)lr) (415>

where m, J are the vehicle mass and inertia momentum, //, lT are the front and rear vehicle

length, vx, vy are the longitudinal, lateral velocities ofthe vehicle center ofmass, and uz
is

the yaw rate. Moreover, _u is the tire-road friction coefficient. Furthermore, Fyj, Fy_r are

the front, rear tire lateral forces. Finally,

at = 6d + 6c(t
-

t)
- *—

, ar =
—-

Vx vx

are the so-called front/rear slip angles. Here 6C is the active steering input, and 6d is the

driver steering angle. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that

Fv,f(a) = Cfaf, Fv¡r(a) = Crar.

Henee, equations (4.15) assume the form

x(í) = Acx(í) + Bcu(t - t) + Bc6d

with

/ _m+cA _ yjcfy-cru \ ( ¿¡a \ /

A-l mVx mVx I R —

m I t
— I v

"C
~

l ÚCh-Crlr) rtCrf+Crl*) I ' °*
~

l filíC¿ I '

\Uf
where a delay in the active front steering u = 6C has been considered, accounting for the

actuator dynamics.

A maneuver with a steep change in 6d as in Figures 4. l.c has been considered. The

vehicle's parameters are

i/x = 28m/s Cf = 115390

m = 1880 Kg CT = 155120

7 = 2830Kgm2 n=l

ír = 1.53m // = 1.38m
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so that one obtains

Ae = (-5.1388
-26.5163 \ __/ 61.3752 \

20.9857 -7.3557 /
'

^ 56.2656 )
Considering a delay r = l/6?r, and a sampling time 6 = 0.025 s, from (4.1) one obtains

xn.i
= A¿xk + fíbUfc-3 + #i«k-2 + (Bo + By)5d (4.16)

where

At = (0.8724
-0.5656 \ / 0.0740 \ / 0.9423 \

0.0210 0.8251 J ^ 0.1495 y \ 1.1490 )
FinaUy, the discrete predictor based controUer is designed as in (4.4), where

Kt = ( 0.0304 0.0633 )

and

^ = A\}xk + y*U#»«k-3 + (Bq + y-U-BiH-2 + ^íU-t-i-

Determining K¡ and solving (4.6), (4.7), one gets die foUowing matrices

(193.4
0 \ / 0.843 0

, R=[
0 3058.0 j \ 0 8.1836

In the simulations we have considered a sampüng period of 6 = 0.025 s. Figures

4.1.a, 4. l.b and 4.1.c show the behavior of system (4.15), with a discrete predictor based

controUer uk = 6c¿. Finally, 4.2.a, 4.2.b show the behavior of die sampled closed-loop

system and the discrete predictor variables.

43.2 The Double Integrator

Let us consider the double integrator (simplified satelüte model)

±i(f) = x2(í)
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Figure 4.1: a) vv (solid) [m/i vi i] and u, (dashed) [rad/s vi i]; b) Prodlctor-buscd ocllvc

fronl steering control uk - Sülh [rad vs s]; c) Driver steering angle 6,t [rad vs s]
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Figure 4.2: a) vy<k (solid) and /„■,* (dashed) [m/s vs s]; b) <j,> (solid) and {,*■> (dashed)

[rad/s vs sj
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h(t) - ua(t-r) (4.17)

with t = 0.25 s, 4-j (0) = 0 2. xa(0) = -0.3. Considering a sampling time 6 = 0.1 s, and

using (4.1), one obtains

x»+i « Aux» -f B(,m*_j -+ B1m*_3

where

A« =

Finally, the discrete predictor based controller (4.4) is designed with

h't = ( 0.954 0.933 )
and

'* = **** Y AtBoUk-íx + (fio ■+■ AtBi)u^3 ■+ Biu*_i.

Using i^4.e»X (4.7) one gets the followingmatrices

_fio.i\ ^.(omn) Bt=(<«*>™)
\o i ) \ 0,05 y y o.o5 y

0 9

0 \
_

/ 0.0260 0 \

1S94 J yo 4 6686 )
Figures 4.3.a, 4.3.b show die behavior ofsystem (4.1 7) with an input control u(f ) = 1.

Figures 4.3 .o, 4.3.d show the behavior ofdie closed loop svstem using the predictor based

controller. Moreover, figures 4.4.a. 4.4.b show the behavior ofthe samples closed loop

sysiem and tbe discrete predictor variables.

4.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter, a control strate-gv that guarantees the stabilization ofa continuous system

with time-delay in the input, by means. of a digital controller, is proposed. The strategy

i$ based on tbe discretization of die system, in tbe general case in which tbe dday is not

a múltiple of the sampling time Henee, a discrete predictor-based controller has been

calculated The application to some examples saiggests the effectiveness of the proposed

control strategy.
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Figure 4.3: a) Xi(í) (solid) and x2(í) (dashed); b) Input u(t) = 1; c) xi(í) (soUd) and

x2(í) (dashed); d) Predictor-based controller uk

Figure 4.4: a) xi>fc (solid) and £i,fc (dashed); b) x2,fc (solid) and £2tk (dashed)
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Chapter 5

Improvements of Discrete Time

Controllers for Linear Systems with

Time-Delays in the Input

In this Chapter, we determine the discrete model ofa continuous system with a time-delay

in the input, considering several kinds of discretization. When the delay is not a múltiple

of sampling-time, the resulting dynamics depend on two delayed inputs. This model is

used to design the discrete predictor-based controller. A first step toward a solution of

this problem was given in [10], in which the continuous system with time-delay is ren

dered asymptoticaUy stable by a discrete predictor-based controller. We show that under

appropriate conditions, globally exponential stabiUzation of the time-delayed continuous

system can be obtained using a discrete predictor-based controller, in cases in which the

delay is allowed also to be not a múltiple of sampling time. Moreover, we show that this

discrete controller, when implemented via a zero order holder and under certain conditions,

stabilizes as well the continuous system with time-delay in the input, showing a good inter

sampling behavior. The main advantage ofthe proposed technique relies on the simpücity

ofthe controller design. In Section 5.1, we recall some known results for linear systems

with time-delay in the input, necessary for further analysis. In Section 5.2, we introduce
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themain result performing the stability analysis ofsuch a system and the stabilization prob

lem for the sampled dynamics is solved. In Section 5.3, we give some simulation results.

Some comments conclude this work.

5.1 Some Results for Linear Systems with Time-Delay in

the Input

In this section we review some known facts about the stability ofcontinuous linear systems

with time-delay in the input. These results will be used hereinafter.

5.1.1 Time-Delay Continuous Systems and Stability

Let us consider the continuous system with time-delay in input, described by (2.3) in

Chapter 2. Under Assumption H.1 it is straightforward to construct a predictor-based con

troller (2.13) for this system that allows compensating the delay r and which its dynamics

are (2.15).

Sufficient conditions for globally asymptotic stability are formalized by the following

theorem.

Theorem 7 UnderAssumptionH.1, ifthere exists apositive definite matrix P such that

I2 8 {P(A + BK) + (A + BKfP} < 0 (5.1)

then the system with time-delay (2.3), (2.13) is GAS. o

Proof 7 Considering the positive Lyapunovfunction V(zt) = zj(l2 <g> P)zt, where zt =

( xt Ct ) . <*nd taking the time-derivative along the trajectories ofzt, yields

V(zt) = zj{l2 9 [P(A + BK) + (A + BK)TP]}zt.

Therefore, the stability ofsystem (2.3) and (2.15) with (2.13) is proved.

■
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5.1.2 Discretization and stabilization ofTime-delay Systems

Now, assuming that the system (2.3) is sampled with sampüng period 6, and zero-order

holders are used, the sampled dynamics of (2.3) are presented by (2.26) when r = d6 and

uk-d
= u(k6 - d6). Moreover, under Assumption H.4 it is possible to construct a discrete

predictor-based controller (2.29) such that (2.3) is GAS, and which its discrete dynamics

are (2.30).

Sufficient conditions for the globally asymptotic stability is formalized by the following

theorem.

Theorem 8 Under Assumption H.4, and if there exists a positive definite matrix P such

that

I2 ® [(As + BsKs)TP(As + BSKS) - P\ < 0. (5.2)

then the discrete system with time-delay (2.26) is GAS. o

Proof 8 Considering the positive Lyapunovfunction V(zk) = z\(I2 <g> P)zk, where Zk
=

( Xfc & ) .
and taking the derivative ofthis along the trajectories ofzk, yields

AV(zfc) = z\{l2 8 [(As + BsKs)TP(As + BSKS)
-

P]}zk.

Henee, the stability ofsystem (2.26) and (2.30) with (2.29) isproved.

■

At this point, an interesting question arises: the controller (2.29), which stabilizes the

system (2.26), stabilizes the continuous systems (2.3) as well? This question is not triv

ial, in general. In the following sections we will look for conditions to answer to such a

question.

5.2 Time-delay System Discretization and Global Stabi

lization

We consider first the following result.
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Theorem 9 Assume (5.1) is satisfiedfor some matrices P, K. Then, (5.2) is satisfied as

wellfor P andKs = K, with a sampling time 6 € (0, 60], for a certain 60 > 0. °

Proof 9 Consider the left hand term in (5.2). Expanding in Taylor series and dividing by 6

we have

h ® [P(A + BK) + (A + BKfP + 6T(6)]

for some matrix F(6). Since (5.1) is satisfied, from the continuity on 6 there exists some 60

such that (5.2) holds.

■

In order to achieve the global exponential stability of (2.3) with the discrete predictor-

based controller (2.29), the continuous system is represented by

xt
= Axt + BKsxk+d-rm

with T¡n the result of the application of the floor/ceiling function map to r to obtain the

largest previous/smallest following integer

rin=Lr/¿Jorr¡n=rr/<r|. (5.3)

The dynamics of (2.3) with the control (2.29) can be also rewritten as

xt
= (A + BKs)xt + BKs(xk+d-r.a - xt)

and since here we assume that the delay is such that r = d6,d G Z+, r¡„ = d and

¿t = (A + BKs)xt + BKS (xk - xt). (5.4)

For system (5.4) we prove the following result.

Theorem 10 Assume that there exist a matrix K satisfying (5. 1). Then, there exist a 6\

such that, for all 6 € (0, 8<¡\, the control law (2.29 globally exponentially stabilizes the

system (2.3), where r = d6, d G Z+ o
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Proof 10 The term BKs(xk
-

xt) in (5.4) can be considered as aperturbation. Clearly,

x(t, k6) = xt
—

xt

vanishes att = k6. We will show that this signal satisfies a bound

||x|| < «7o||xfc||, fork6<t<(k + l)6

for a certain a0 > 0. For, consider the positive definite function V(x) = xTx, whose

derivative is

V(x) = xrx -I- xTx.

We can see thatfor kS <t <(k + 1)6

x = xt
= Ax + (A + BKs)xk.

Henee,

V(x) = xT(A + AT)x + xT(A + BKs)xk + xTk(A + BKgfx

andconsidering the norm, and by the triangle inequality, one has

ñx)<2/0o||x||2 + 2p||x||||xfc||

where po
= \\A\\, p = ||A + fi/ííH- By the comparison lemma [25]

||x||<e«lx(fc-5,M)||+ / e^dip\\xk\\
Jo

6e(0,6], t = k6 + 6.

Moreover, x(k6, k6) = 0so that

||x||<<r(<7)||xfc||, a(6) = p^rrl
Po

for k6 <t < (t + 1)6. Since a(0) is a crescentfunction

||x|| < aollxfcH, a0
= a(6). (5.5)
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It is worth noticing that a(0) -> O, for O -t O, and that the bound depend on the sampling

time 6.

Using thesefacts we show now that, for some conditions, the discretepredictor-based

controller stabilizes (2.3). For, consider the Lyapunovfunction

A£JWI2 < V(xt) = xfPxt < A£JN|2 (5-6)

where Amin, Amax denote the minimum, máximum eigenvalue ofa matrix, with derivative

along the trajectories ofsystem (5.4)

V(xt) = -xjQxt - 2xJPBKsx

andfor a certain Q = QT > O

-Q = P(A + BKS) + (A + BKsfP < O (5.7)

since (5.1) is verifiedfor Ks = K. Henee

V(x) < -XZjxt\\2 + 2X^(p0 + P)\\xt\\\\x\\

since

\\PBKs\\ < A£J|A + BKS - A\\ < \pmsx(pQ + p).

Using (5.5), (5.6), and definingW2(0 — V(i)> one can write

2^(0^(0 < -^-W2(t) + 2A"°*(^
+

P^°W(t)W(k6)

so that

W(t) < -aW(t) + /3W(k6)

a - ASin/(2Amax) > O, 0 = A£„(ft) + /t>WA£in > 0. From the comparison lemma

1 _ p-a{t-kS)

W(t) < e~a{-t-kS)W(k6) + 0W(k6)

andfor t = k6 + 0 € [kS, (k + 1)8), 6 € (0, 8]

( 1 — e~°e \

W(t) = W(k8 + 0)<i e-ae + 0 J W(k5).
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Note that

1 - e'"9
e-°° +—— /?

a

i _ S^(i _ ñ—)
a

<í

when a > 0, Le. for

8<80 = hi ( ,P°i°in^n ,2
+ 1V

"°

(5.8)
vXPo + p)(Amax)2 )

Now, since by Theorem 9, there exists Sq such that (5. 7) holds, we choose 8i = min{-50, 8o}>

and one has that W(t) converges exponentially to zero. Finally, since

IM < -±=w(t)
min

the delayed system (2.3) is exponentially stable.

■

In the foUowing we solve the stabiUzation problem in the case of delays which are not

a múltiple ofthe sampüng period. To get the stabilization of (2.3) when (2.22) holds, the

foUowing assumptionmust hold.

Assumption H.14 There exists K e Rm x Rn, such that

xt
= Axt + BKxt-h (5.9)

where h = (1
-

0)6, 0 < 0 < 1, is GAS. o

Under Assumption H. 14, it is straightforward to construct a control (predictor) for sys

tem (2.3) that

ut
= KQ

r°
Ct - eA*xt+ e-AaBut+a+4-hds. (5.10)

J-4>

where 0 < 0 < h. Note that Q — x(t + 4>), therefore

Ct = Mt + BKQ-h (5*11)

Sufficient conditions for the globally asymptotic stability are formaüzed by the follow

ing theorem.
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Theorem 11 Assume that Assumption H.14 holds. Then the equilibrium point ofthe ex

tended system ¿t = (I2® A)zt + (I2 0 BK)zt-h, zt= (xt Ct) b GAS Ífthere adst

positive definite matrices P and R such that

í h <8> (PA + ATP + R) I2 <8> (PBK) \
Q {$ U)

\ I2®((BK)TP) -(/2<8>i?) /

Proof 11 Consider the positive definite Lyapunov functional V(z) = zj(l2 ® P)zt +

Jt-h zf(h ® R)zsds. Taking the derivative along the trajectories ofz(t), yields

V(z) = zJ{I2®[PA + ATP + R]}zt + zJ{I2®(PBK)}zt_h

+ zth{h ® (BK)TP}zt - zj_h(l2 ® R)zt-h

= yJWyt

where yt = y zt zt_h J and

„r ( h® (PA + ATP + R) I2® (PBK)
W = I

\ I2®((BK)TP) -(I2®R)

Therefore, the stability ofsystem (5.9) and (5.10) isproved.

■

Now, when dealing time-delays in the case of delay r is not múltiple ofthe sampling

period 5, namely by (2.22), the sampled dynamics of (2.3) are represented by (2.23) with

u(t) as (2.25). Moreover, underAssumption H. 13 in Chapter 4, it is possible to construct a

predictor-based controller (4.4) such that the system (2.23) is GAS, and which its predictor

dynamics are (4.5).

Sufficient conditions for the globally asymptotic stability are formaüzed by the follow

ing theorem.
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Theorem 12 Assume that Assumption H.13 holds, the equilibrium point ofthe extended

discrete system zk+i
= {I2 ® (Af + BiKs)}zk + {/2 <8> (B0Ks)}zk-i, zk = ( xk ik)

is GAS ifthere existpositive definite matrices P and R such that

I2 ® (NTPN -P + R) I2® (NTP¡3) \
< 0 (5.13)

I2 ® (/3TPN) I2 ® (0TPP - R) )
where N = (A¿ + BiKs) and ¡3 = BQKS. o

Proof 12 Consider the positive definite discrete Lyapunov functional V(z) = z\(I2 ®

F)zk + Si=o ZJ(^2 <8> R)zj, and taking the derivative ofthis, along the trajectories ofzk,

yields

AV(zfc) = z\{I2 ® [(As + B1Ks)TP(Ai + B^Ks) -P + R] }zk

+ zl{I2 ® (As + B1Ki)TPB0Ks}zk-1 + 4_i{/2 ® (B0KS)TP(AS +B^s)^
- zZ_1{I2®(B0Ki)TPB0Ks-R}zk-1

defining N = (A¡ + BXKS) and _B = B0KS, yk=(zk zt-h ) , and

„,
/ h ® (ATTPAT -P + R) I2® (NTP/3)

Ws =

\ h ® (pTPN) I2 ® 03TP(3 - R)

yields

&V(zk) = ylWsyk

Therefore, the stability ofsystem (4.3) and (4.5) is proved.

Again, for this case we wonder where the controller (4.4) stabilizing the system (2.23),

also stabilizes the continuous systems (2.3). We will proceed in a similar way as in the

preceding section.

Theorem 13 Assume that (5.12) is satisfiedfor some matrices P, R, K. Then (5.13) is

satisfied as wellfor P, R and Ks — K, with a sampling time 6 6 (0, ¿i], for a certain 8\. o
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Proof 13 Consider the left hand term in (5.13). Expanding in Taylor series and dividing

by 6 we have

I2®(PA + ATP + R) I2®(PBK)\ í 6(I2®r!(6)) 6(I2®T2(5))

I2®((BK)TP) -(I2®R) ) \ 6(I2 ® T3(6)) 6(I2®T4(6))

for some matrices T^S), T2(6), T3(6), T4(6). Since (5.12) is satisfiedfrom the continuity

on 8 there exists some ¿i such that (5.13) holds.

In order to achieve the global exponential stability of (2.3) with the discrete predictor-

based controller (4.4), the continuous system is represented by

xt
= Axt + BKsxk+d-i-Tin (5- 14)

with rin as in (5.3). Now the system is rewritten as

xt = Axt + BKsxt + BKs(xk+d-i-Tin
- xt) (5.15)

taking the above system we prove the following result. We can now state the main result of

this contribution, ensuring the global exponential stability of (2.3).

Theorem 14 Assume the existence ofmatrices P, RandKs, satisfying (5.12), (5.13). Then

there exists a 52 > 0 such thatfor all 8 € (0, 82], the control law, the control law (4.4)

globally exponentially stabilizes the system (2.3), where t = (d
—

0)8, d € Z+, 0 € (0, 1).

Proof 14 Theprooffollows that ofTheorem 4. Setting h = 1 — 0, (5.15) can be rewritten

as

xt
= Axt + BKsxt + BKs(xk-h

-

xt) (5.16)

The term BKs(xk-h
—

xt) can be considered as aperturbation. For, set

x(t, (k
-

h)8) = (xt
- Xfc_h)
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andobserve that x((k -h),k-h) = 0. This signal satisfies the bound

11*11 < <>o\\xk-h\\ for k8<t<(k + l)6.

Infact, considering the positive definitefunction V(x) = xTx, where

V(x) = xTx + xTx, x = xt
= Ax + (A + BKs)xk-h

for kS < t < (k + 1)6, one gets

V(x) = xT(A + AT)x + xT(A + BKs)xk-k + xl_h(A + BKg)Tx

< 2Al||x||2-r-2p||x||||xfc_h||

where po
= || A||, p= \\A + BK¡\\. By the comparison lemma [25], for k8 <t < (t + 1)6

||x|| < e«'<'||x((fc-/i)á,(fc-/i)á)|| + y e**dtp\\xk-h\\

= o(«)y**-*i<«Kí)ii**-»i

with o(6) = p(e<«e - l)¡po, 6 e (0, S\.

Using thesefacts, we show thatfor some conditions the discretepredictor-based con

troller (4.4) stabilizes (2.3). For, using (5.6), andarguing as in the proofofTheorem 10,

one gets

W(t) < -aW(t) + pW((k - h)8).

Therefore, for t = k6 + 0e [k8, (fc + 1)¿), 0 € (0, 6] Henee, when P > a, i.e. for

'>4Ah(.*i5$$b+ir (517)

Henee, assuming that there exists a 8q such that (5. 7) holds, we choose 82 = min{(5o, 6q}

and one has that W(t) tends exponentially to zero. In turn, this implies that also \\xt\\ <

W(0/\/.\min tends to zero, and the delayedsystem (2.3) is exponentially stable.
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5.3 Simulation Results

To illustrate the obtained results, let us consider a double integrator, representing the sim

plified dynamics ofa satellite

¿i(0 = x2(t)

x2(t) = u2(t-r) (5.18)

with t = 0.025 s, xj(O) ■ 0.2, x2(0) = -0.3. Is not difficult to check that the matrix gain

«i- (-i -°-f)

with P given by

(2.0265
0.3541 \

0.3541 0.3352 J
and with 6 = 0.0125 s satisfies (5.1) and (5.2) and Theorem 10.

Figures 5.1.a, 5. l.b show the behavior of system (5.18) with an input control u(t) = 1.

Figures 5.1 .c, 5. l.d show the behavior ofthe closed loop system (5. 1 8) using the predictor-

based controller (2.29). Moreover, figures 5.2.a, 5.2.b show the behavior ofthe closed loop

system (5.18) with the discrete predictor (2.29).

5.4 Conclusions

In this work we have shown that a discrete predictor-based controller, stabilizing the sam

pled model of a continuous system, stabilizes also the continuous system. This is the

extensión ofprevious results to systems with time-delay in the input.

The technique has been presented either when the delay is múltiple ofthe sample time,

or in the general case, in which the delay is not a múltiple of the sample time.

The discrete predictor-based controller has been calculated and applied to an illustrative

example. The results suggest the effectiveness ofthe proposed control strategy.
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Figure 5.1: a) xi(t*) (soüd) and x2(0 (dashed); b) Input u(t) = 1; c) xi(t) (soüd) and

x2(0 (dashed); d) Predictor-based controUer uk
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Figure 5.2: a) xi>fc (solid) and i\<k (dashed); b) x2jjt (solid) and £2k (dashed)
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Chapter 6

Digital Control of Strict-Feedforward

Systems with Input Delay

üi this Chapter, we focus on a special class of nonlinear systems, the strict-feedforward

systems, for which interesting stabilizing algorithm are known [26], [59]. In particular,

the interest in this class of systems relies on the fact that, when linearizable, there exists

an iterative algorithm to construct a coordinate change that put them in the linear form.

üi general such a construction passes through the solution of the differential equations,

which is often a difficult task. However, in [26] an explicit determination ofthis coordinate

change is presented, at the expense of (sUghtly) restricting the class of systems. Therefore

for these systems, diffeomorphic to linear ones, we address the stabilization problem at the

origin in the case of time-delay in the input. For, a digital predictor-based controller is

designed, making use of a Lyapunov-Krasovskii function, where the predictor is capable

of compensating the delay in the input. In Section 6. 1
,
some known facts are recalled

about strict-feedforward systems with time-delay, the stabilization algorithm, as well as

the stabilization of linear continuous and sampled systems with time-delay in the input.

üi Section 6.2, a stability procedure for linearizable strict-feedforward systems with time-

delay in the input is presented. In Section 6.3, an illustrative example is given. Finally,

some comments conclude this work.
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6.1 Known Results for Nonlinear Systemswith Time-Delay

in the Input

6.1.1 Strict-Feedforward Systems with Time-Delay

Let us consider the class of strict-feedforward systems with time-delay in the input [59],

[26]

¿i(0 =
x2 4- ^i(x2, • • •

, xn) + pi(x2, • • •

, xn)u(t
-

Td)

x2(t) =

x3 + rp2(x3, ■ ■ ■ ,xn) + g2(x3, ■■■ ,xn)u(t-rd)

*n-l(0 =
Xn + Ipn-^Xn) + gn-i(xn)u(t

-

Td)

xn(t) = u(t-rd) (6.1)

where x € R" is the state, u € R is the input, rd is a known constant delay, and V>i , • • •

, if-n-i

and gi,
• • •

, gn-i are smooths functions, ip(Q) = 0 and gn
= 1. Moreover, x0 = x(0) G Rn,

u(t) = <p(t), t G [— rd, 0], where <p(t) G C° is the initial continuous function defined on

[—rd,0]. Furthermore,

*f = 0 (62)

Mxí+iA---.Q) = 0 (6.3)

for i = 1,2,-- -

,n
— 1, j = i + l,--- ,n. We can note that condition (6.2) means, in

particular, that ipn = 0, ipn-i = 0.

Following [26], the class of systems considered here is slightly less general than that

considered in [59], since the drift term is ofthe form Xj+i + V>i(xj+i, • • ■

, x„), where the

ipi's in addition to being higher-order, vanish whenever xi+2,
• • •

, xn vanish.

6.1.2 The SJK Algorithm

In this section the stabilization algorithm due to Sepulchre-Jankovic-Kokotovic is briefly

recalled [59], for the determination ofa control law for this class of systems. For i =
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n, n
-

1, ■ ■ ■

, 2, 1, the designer needs to compute iteratively the coordinate change

z% = Xi
-

<j>i(xi+1 ■■■

,xn) (6.4)

with <t>n = 0. Then one determines the terms

Wí(xí+i,
■ • ■

, x„) = gi(xi+i, ■ - ■

, xn)
-

YJ -ñZ~9j(xi+i,
■■■ ,xn)- ■■5-1

j=í+i
oxi OXn

ai(xi, ■ ■ ■

, x„) =

ai+__
-

WíZí

with a„+i = 0, and where

<&(xi+i ,
• • ■

, Xn) = - / ^i,i+l \J. *i>
' • •

. xn)

+ Ipi (Íiti+1 (T, Xi+1,
■■■

, Xn), ■•■ , Íi,n(r, Xn)J
+ 9i (Íi,i+l(T, Xi+1,

• • •

- Xn), •■■ , Íi,n(r, Xn)J
x <*, \Íi,i(Tr Xi,--- , xn), -•■ , Íi,n(T, xn)J j dr (6.5)

where in the integrand of (6.5) the solutions ofthe ith auxiliary subsystem

-¿¡¿Íi,]
= Íij+l + T)i(ii,j+l,--- ,Íi,n) +9i(Íi,i,--- ,Íi,n)ati(Íiti,--- ,Íi<nJ

are considered, for j = i, i + 1, • ■ ■

, n, at time r, starting from the (assumed constant)

initial conditions (xí, • • ■

, xn).

üi general, the solutions at iih step Íí_í(t, xit--- , xn), ■ ■ ■

, Íi,n(T, xn) are difficult or

even impossible to obtain analytically. In [26] it is shown that for the special structure (6. 1)

the solution can be computed explicitly. Anyway, when (6.5) can be solved, it will be to

possible to compute the stabilizing control law at the origin for (6.1).

6.1.3 Input-State Linearization

In [21], the general conditions to determine a diffeomorphism which allows, along with an

appropriate state feedback control, linearizing a nonlinear system affine in the input

* = /(*) + g(x)u
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are given. Here f(x), g(x) are sufficiently smooth vector fields zeroing in the origin, and

x G Rn, u G R. Such a diffeomorphism z = </>(x) there exists ifand only ifthe rank ofthe

matrix

rank^(x)ad/5(x) • • •

y2dÁg(x)aáylg(x)^j = n

in a desired point x = x°, and the distribution

spannedj^xjad/^x)
• • •

ad'}~2g(x)j

is involutive in a neighborhood ofx°, where

ad/s(x) = g(x)

ad/5(x) = lf,9):=^f(x)-^9(x)
ad*+1</(x) = [/,ad*5], fc>0.

The problem remains the analytical calculus of such a diffeomorphism. In [26] an ex

pUcit determination of<j>(x) is given for a system ofthe stmcture (6. 1). This determination

uses the SJK algorithm, and the diffeomorphism calculated in this way would yield to the

Teel canonical form [64]

¿ = Az + Bu(t
—

Td) (6.6)

with

/

A =

\

0 1 1 ... 1

0 0 1
-■ i

*

0 0 1

1

0 0 0

\ /l\

B =

I V1/

Clearly, (6.6) is a completely controllable linear system. Henee is possible to construct a

digital controller which allows compensating delay rd in u.
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6.1.4 Continuous Linear Systems with Input Time-Delay and Stabi

lization

Let us consider the continuous system (6.6) with time-delay in the input. The following

assumption, which requires that it can be stabilizedwhen rd = 0, is instrumental to stabilize

a system with time-delay in the input [25].

Assumption H.15 The pair (A, B) is stabilizable, i.e. there exists K G Rm x R™, such

that

x = (A + BK)x (6.7)

is GAS. o

Under (15), the controller

u = KC
r°

C = eATdz+ / e-Ar>Bu(t + T))dr) (6.8)
J-T¿

ensures the asymptotic stability of the origin of (6.6), (6.8), with the compensation rd.

Noting that £(0 = x(t + rd)> one obviously gets a stable compensator dynamics

C = (A + BK)(. (6.9)

6.1.5 Sampled Linear Systems with Input Time-Delay and Stabiliza

tion

Assuming that system (6.6) is sampled with sampling period 8, and if zero-order holders

are used, the sampled dynamics of (6.6) without delay (rd = 0) is

Zk+i
= eASzk + i eAvdr)Buk = Aszk + Bsuk (6.10)

Jo

As = eAS, Bs= f eA"dr,B
Jo
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where xjt = x(fct5), and

ufc = u(k8), k6<t<(k + 1)6

is the piece-wise constant input.

6.2 Stability Analysis of Input Time-Delay Linearizable

Systems

When dealing with nonzero time-delays in (6.6), an analogous condition can be worked

out. üi fact, setting the delay rd as in (2.22) when zero-order holders are used, the sampled

dynamics are [17]

Zk+i
= Aszk + B0uk-d + Biuk-d+i (6. 1 1)

where As, B0 and Z?i as in (2.23) and u(t
—

rd) as (2.24) is the piece-wise constant input.

üi the foUowing we solve the stabilization problem for (6.1 1) under the following hy

pothesis.

Assumption H.16 Given the system (6.1 1), there exists Ks G Rm x Rn, such that

Zk+i
= (As + B1Ks)zk + B0KsZk-i (6. 12)

is GAS. o

Assumption H.1 6 makes possible to construct a predictor-based controller ofthe form

uk
= Ks(,k

d-2 d-2

Cfe = Af1ZkY,Af2-iB0uk-d+i + Y,Af2-iB1Uk-d+i+_. (6.13)
x=0 t=0

such that the origin of (6.1 1) is GAS. Note that Cfc = Zk+d-i, so that

Ofc+1 = (As + BiKsXk + B0KsCk-i- (6.14)

Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability are formalized by the following theo

rem.
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Theorem 15 UnderAssumption H.16, the trajectories of(6.11), (6.14) are global asymp

totically stable ifthere existpositive definite matrices P and R such that

¡ I2®(P-R) I2®Nl I2®(N£Py) 0 \
I2®Nk I2®P~1 0 0

I2®(lTPNk) 0 I2®R /2<8>7r

0 0 /2<8>7 I2®P~1
\

> 0 (6.15)

and

I2®(R- 7*>7) > 0

where Nk = (As + BXKS) and'7 = B0KS.

(6.16)

Proof 15 Under (16), there exists a suitable gain Ks G Rm x Rn such that As + B__K&

is Hurwitz. To study the behavior of (6.1 1), (6.14), let us consider the following discrete

Lyapunov-Krasovskiifunction

zk

v(xk) = xlPxk + XI xl-jRxk-j, Xk
=

j=0 \ Ck

with P, Rpositive definite matrices. Calculating theforward difference, one gets

(6.17)

AV(X*) = xl[l2®(N?PNk-P + R)]xk+XÍ:[h<8>(N?P*fj\xk-i
+ Xk-i [h ® (lTPNk)} Xk

- xl-i [h®(R- -fPy)] Xfc-i. (6.18)

Using the basic matrix inequality [57], it ispossible to sepárate the terms \k andXk-ifor

obtaining delay-free stability conditions

XTY + YTX < XTA,X + YTA^Y

with Ai G Rfcxfc, with Aj = AJ > 0, Ai = R - 7TP7. Henee, (6.18) yields

AV(Xfc) < Xt {h ® (N%PNk -P + R + N^A^TNk)}Xk-

Finally, using the Schur complement [5], one obtains conditions (6.15), (6.16).
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6.3 Simulation Results

To illustrate the previous result, let us consider the following system

¿i(0 = X2(0
— l\(t)u(t —

Td)

x2(t) = u(t-rd) (6.19)

with rd = 0.015 s, xi(0) = 0.3, x2(0) = 0.1. The recursive steps of our design yields

1
3

Z2 = X2, Zi
=

Xi + x2 + -x2.

Therefore, the resulting dynamics of the transformation before applying feedback, would

yield

¿(0= I
0 1

I 2(0+(
J

)u(t-Td).

Considering a sampling time 6 = 0.01 s, and using (2.22), one obtains

Zk+i
= AsZk + B(¡Uk-2 + BiUk-i

where

/ 1 0.01 \ / 0.0050375 \ / 0.0050125

As =\ \ B0 =[ \, Si =

\0 1 J \ 0.005 j \ 0.005

FinaUy, the discrete predictorbased controller is designed as in (6. 1 3), where Ks = (3.5 6.9)

and

Ck = Aszk + B0uk-2 + BiUk-i-

Determining Ks and solving (6.15), (6.16), one gets the following matrices

/ 20.7887 0 \ / 0.1793 0

P=[ , R=\
\ 0 16.913 / \ 0 0.0934

In the simulations we have considered a sampüng period of 8 = 0.01 s. Figures 6.1

and 6.2 show the behavior of system (6.19), with a controller u(0 = 1. Figures 6.3, 6.4

show the behavior ofthe closed loop system using the predictor based controller. Moreover,

figures 6.5, 6.6 show the behavior of the sampled closed loop linearized system and the

discrete predictor variables.
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Figure 6.1: Variables xi(0 (soüd) and x2(0 (dashed) with u(t) — 1

0.8-

04

0.2

Figure 6.2: Input u(t) = 1
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Figure 6.3: Variables xi(0 (soüd) and x2(0 (dashed) with Predictor-based controller Uk

/
•0.5

1.5 ■

-2

■ '

Figure 6.4: Predictor-based controller Uk
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0.25
■

Figure 6.5: Discrete variables xlfc (solid) and Ci,* (dashed)

Figure 6.6: Discrete variables x2¡k (solid) and C2,*; (dashed)
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6.4 Conclusions

In this work we have presented a digital controUer for the stabilization for a class of lin

earizable strict-feedforward systemswith time-delay in the input, subject to sampüng. The

digital predictor compensates the known delay in the input. This digital predictor-based

controUer is designed making use of a Lyapunov-Krasovskii function. Future work will

deal with the case ofnon-linearizable systems in strict-feedforward form.
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Chapter 7

Stability Analysis for Sampled Nonlinear

Systems with Input Time-Delays: A

Takagi-Sugeno Approach

The vast use ofdigital computers has motivated the importance and the design of sampled-

data controllers for continuous time plants [46], [47]. An interesting class of system pre

senting delays is that of systems with time-delays in the input [23], [30]. For this class

of systems, the sampled dynamics show two discrete delayed inputs when considering the

commonly used zero-order holders. This is due to the fact that, generically, the delay is

not múltiple of the sampling period. The main design problem, however, remains the fact

that there not exists a sampled representation in closed form ofthe dynamics ofa nonlinear

system [41], [46]. However, for particular classes of systems it is possible to show that

there exists such a representation in closed form, thanks to certain properties on the resid

ual terms [14], [42], [47], or thanks to a particular structure ofthe system. In this latter

case fails the class of strict feedforward systems [59], in which the functions describing the

system dynamics are polynomials [8].

In this Chapter we assume that we are able to determine the discretized dynamics in

closed form ofa continuous time system at the sampling instants. More precisely, we deter-
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mine a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) discrete model in closed form ofthe system. Then, assuming

a time-delay in the input, generically not múltiple ofthe sampling time, the TS model is

used to design the discrete predictor based controller, stabilizing the discrete model in the

origin. Moreover, we show that this discrete controller, when implemented via a zero order

holder and under certain conditions, stabilizes the continuous system with time-delay in

input as well, showing a good inter-sampling behavior. The main advantage of the pro

posed technique relies on the simplicity ofthe controller design. In Section 7.1 some facts

about discretization ofdynamical systems with time-delay are recalled. In Section 7.2 the

TS fiízzy model is introduced, while in Section 7.3 the fiízzy discrete stabilization problem

is solved. A numerical example is shown in Section 7.4, and some final considerations

conclude this Chapter.

7.1 Some Facts aboutDiscretization ofDynamical Systems

with Time-Delay

Let us consider the continuous Unear system with time-delay in the input (2.3). The control

problem for system (2.3) is to determine a feedback control u = Kx such that the origin is

(globally) asymptoticaUy stable.

It is well-known that under Assumption H.1, the controller (2.14) ensures the asymp

totic stabiUty ofthe origin of (2.3), (2.14), with the compensation ofthe delay r, and a

compensator dynamics as in (2. 1 5)

It is well-known that the sampled dynamics ofthe linear system (2.3) when the delay

t, is considered as (2.22), is given by (2.23) where (2.25) is the piece-wise constant input.

When dealing with nonlinear systems, however, the situation is more complex, since

finding the solution of the differential equation is difficult in many cases. Henee, various

authors consider approximate representation of the sampled dynamics. As a result, the

solutions of the differential equation and that ofthe approximate sampled systems do not

coincide at the sampling instants. This may lead to a poor accuracy of the approximate
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representation and, therefore, to a poor performance ofthe controller designed on the basis

ofsuch an approximate representation, or event to instabilitywhen relatively large sampüng

periods are used.

However, some cases of discretization in closed form of nonlinear systems have been

studied in the literature [12], [8]. For these nonlinear systems, ofthe form x = f(x,u),

with piece-wise input Uk, the sampled dynamics can be expressed as a formal series [39]

Xk

°°
X3

Xk+i
= F(8, xk, uk) = e"<™>(*) =2 jMM{*)

Xk
3=0

J'

where V..
u ,(•) is defined as

Ifthe infinite exponential series is finite, i.e. if there exists a fc such that for any (x,u) G

Rn x Rm

Xk+i
= F(6,Xk,uk) = 2j jyV}(x.Uk)(x)

3=0
J' X"

then the sum F(8, xt, Uk) is the desired discretization in closed form. This happens since a

nilpotency condition is fulfilled, and the terms Ljf,xs are zeroed forj > fc. The conditions

under which this happens have been studied in [42] for input affine systems x = /o(x) +

g(x)uk. It is important to note, however, that in general a discretization in closed form for

a system i = f0(z) + g(z)v can be obtained only if there exists a suitable (continuous)

feedback v = a(z) + ¡3(z)uk and suitable coordinates x = <f>(z) are used [42]. The final

controUer v is hybrid (piece-wise continuous).

A representation in closed form can exist, in particular, if the system has a particular

structure, as in the case of strict feedforward systems [59]

ii ■= /i(x2,-T3,-** ■ xn, U)

¿2 = h(x3,xA,--- , Xn, Uj

i-l
= fn-l(xn,U)
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Xn =fn(u)

when the functions fi(-),i = 1
,

■ • •

, n, are polynomials [8] . In fact, taking x = (x i

Rn, u = Ufc G Rm piece-wise constant, and

/i(a-*2-x3,--- ,X„,t¿fc)

(7.1)

• xn)T G

f(x,uk) =

/2(x3,x4, ••• ,X„,lífc)

/n-1 (x„, Uk)

\ /n(Ufc) /

for j greater than a finite fc the terms V,,x u
, are zeroed, namely the nilpotency condition

is verified.

Finally, let us consider the system (7. 1) with an input u(t - r) having a constant time-

delay r, with initial condition is x0 = x(0), and 7(0 G C° as the initial continuous function,

appUed control for í G [— r, 0] . Ifthe input is piece-wise constant, writing r as in (2.22), the

same nilpotency condition is verified, and the sampled dynamics of (7. 1) can be determined

in closed form as [23]

Xfc+i
=

^0^)1^ (7.2)

where 8X = (1
-

0)8, 82 = 08, fx = f(x, uk-d+i), h — f(x, uk-d), and the control is the

piece-wise constant input (2.25).

7.2 The Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Model and the Stabiliza

tion Problem

In this section we consider a continuous time nonlinear system with time-delay (7.2), and

we will describe such a system by a suitable aggregation of linear subsystems. It is well-

known that this aggregation may describe, at least in a certain región of interest, the be

havior of the nonlinear system. One of the approaches that uses this technique is the TS

modeling [63], where the model is described by means of a set of fuzzy IF-THEN mies,
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each corresponding to Unear input-output dynamics of the nonlinear system. The aggre

gatedmodel is then obtained by fuzzy blending the Unear sub-models.

These Unear models can be determined from the nonlinearmodel by a sector nonlinear

ity approach, in exact or approximated way. In the latter case, the number ofthe IF-THEN

rules can be reduced, but obviously the controller calculated on the basis of this approxi

mated TS model cannot guarantee the asymptotic stability ofthe original system in zero. In

this work we consider an exact TS model, so that the aggregated model describes exactly

the nonlinear dynamics in a regions V of interest [63]. The local sub-systems are defined

as follows

Plant rule i:

IF zi(t) is Mn and ... and zp(t) is MiP,

THEN

Xfc+i
= AisXk + Bi0uk-d + BnUk-d+i (7-3)

for i = 1, ■ ■ ■

, r, where My are the fuzzy sets, and r is the number ofmodel rules. More

over, zi(t), ..., zp(i) are known premises variables that may be functions ofthe state vari

ables and/or of time. Usually the Unear sub-systems (7.3) are obtained from some knowl

edge ofthe process dynamics, or by their linearization about some point of interest.

The stabilization problem for (7.3) will be solved under the following assumption.

Assumption H.17 There exists a matrix Kís G Rm x Rn, such that the equilibrium point

x = 0of

Xk+i
= (Ai6 + BiiKis)xk + BioKüXk-i (7.4)

isGAS.

Assumption H. 1 7 allows constructing for each sub-system (7.4) a predictor-based con

troller ofthe form [10], [1 1]

uk = KiSÍk
d-2 d-2

ik = A^lxk + YdA^2-jB^uk_d+j + YíAVÍBiiuk-d+j+i (7.5)

3=0 j=0
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where ik = Xfc+d-i, such that the origin of

Xfc+i
= h 9 (A{i + BnKi6)xk + h ® {BmKu)Xk-i (7.6)

with xt = (xfc Cfc)T *= K2". h the 2 x 2 identity matrix, is GAS.

Although the fuzzy controller (7.5) is constructed using the local design structure, the

feedback gains A'¿¿ should be determined using global design conditions, needed to guar

antee global stability and satisfactory control performance.

Using the dynamics (7.4), (7.5), the aggregate TS model is

r

Xfc+i
= ^Z h*(*)h <8> (AisXk + Bi0Uk-d + Biiuk-d+ij

i=l

(7.7)

with hi the normalized weight for each rule, calculated from the membership functions of

z¿ in Mij in (7.3), such that

hi = hi(z)>0, ^/i¿ = l, z= (zi,--- ,zp)J
í=i

FinaUy, the fuzzy controller for (7.7) is

r

Uk
= ^2W?)!* ® -K-ííXfc- (7.8)

»=i

Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability ofthe equilibrium ofthe feedback fuzzy

model (7.7), (7.8) are given by the following statement.

Theorem 16 Let us assume thatAssumption H.17 holds. Then the equilibrium ofthe con

tinuousfuzzy control system is globally asymptotically stable ifthere exist commonpositive

matrices P and R such that

( I2®(P-R) I»9NS h®(N?iP0u) 0 \
I2®Nu I2®P-1 0 0

h®(PlPNi¿ 0 I2®R h®??

0 0 72®Ai I2®P~1 /

> 0 (7.9)
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>0

and

f
i2®(p-r) h®[(£^yp(&&*)] o

i2®[^)tp(^±^)] h®R i2®{^)T
\

O /2<g,(*¿+&i) I2®P~1

(7.10)

where i% = AiS + BnKjg, fa = Bí0Kjs, i < j < r, ht(z) D hj(z) ^ 0.

Proof 16 Using the TS technique, from (7.7), (7.8) one works out the fuzzy system in

closed-loop

t r

Xk+i =J2J2h*hJh ® ((AiS + Bi0KjS)xk + BnKjsXk-i). (7.11)
i=i j=i

Denoting N^ = AiS + BnKjS, fa = Bi0Kás, i < j < r, fn(z) D há(z) ¿ 0, the sys

tem (7.1 1) can be rewritten asfollows

Xk+i
= J2hp2®NiiXk +2j2J2h^I^(^^Í)xk

i=l i=l j=l
\

£
f

+ ¿/l2/2®/3iiXfc-i + 2¿¿/liV2®f^^)xfc-i. (7.12)
t=l t=l 3=1

\ ¿ /

Let us now consider thepositive definite Lyapunov-Krasovskiifunctional

i

V(Xk) = xl(h O P)Xfc + Yl ^-Áh ® R)Xk-i-
i=0

Working out the difference AV(Xk) = V(xk+i) - V(xk) along the trajectories ofxk, one

gets

A^(Xfc) - xíE^^^P^-P + ^Xfc + xrE^^^JPAijxfc-!
»—i t=i

+ xLxÉ h\h » {0¡PK.)Xk - xW£i>.Il®(R- ñPP^Xk-i

* ^£±^®1(^)X^)}xl
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*í±¿W [(*-*±*)%(&±&);

*«í*-t¿***• [(&T^)^(&^í)]xa-. (7.13)

Wfe consider thefollowingmatrix inequality [57]

XTY + YTX < XTAmX + YTA^Y

to sepárate the term in Xk, Xfc-i for obtaining delayfree stability conditions, where m =

l,2,0<Am = A£€ Rkxfc. Ai = R- PlPfa, A2 = R- (¿¿^^(Míí).
Therefore, (7.13) yields

r

AV(Xk) =

Xfc Yl%h ® (^™*
- *P + « + NliPfaAi^uPNu) Xfc

«=i

+ «¿¿¿«-i

(7.14)

wA/cA is negative definite if

N^PNii-P + R + NliPfaAi'PaPNu < O

(^^)%(^)A2-1(^)^(^^)_P + fí < o.

Finally, using the Schur complement (see [5]) we obtain conditions (7.9), (7. 10).

Theorem (16) expresses the fact that if each linear subsystem can be stabilized, and if

there exists amatrix P and R satisfying the matrix (7.9), (7. 10), then the discrete predictor-

based fiízzy controller (7.8), stabilizes the system (7.7).

Up to now we have considered the exact representation (7.2) of the continuous sys

tem (7.1), with an input u(t
—

t) and equivalent at the sampüng instants. Moreover, the
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fiízzy system (7.3) is an equivalent description of (7.2). FinaUy, the controller (7.8) com-

pensates the delays and stabilizes the fuzzy system (7.3). The last issue to be addressed

is to check under which conditions the predictor-based fuzzy controller (7.8) allows com

pensating delays and stabilizing the continuous system (7.1) with input u(t
- r). For, let

us denote by x*/.(0 ^e piece-wise constant function obtained as output of a zero order

holder, having the discrete time function Xfc as input, and let us state the following Global

Discretized Stabilization Problem (GSDP) [8].

Problem 1 Given a nonlinear system (7.1) with an input u(t
-

t), the GSDP consists of

finding a discrete system (7.7) and apiece-wise constant controller

r

u(t) =Y hi(z)KisXzh(t) t G [k8, (fc + 1)<5) (7.15)
i=l

obtainedfrom (7.8) bymeans ofa zero-holder, such thatfor any initial condition x0 = x(0)

the solution ofthe closed-loop system

r

x = f(x) + g(x)Y hi(z)KisXzh (7.16)
»=i

is such that lim xfí) = 0.
t->oo

The results hereinafter expresses a condition for the existence ofa solution to the GDSP.

Theorem 17 Given an input time delay r oftheform (2.22), and the nonlinear system (7.1),

with delayed input u(t — t), let us assume thefollowing assumptions hold.

a) The nonlinear system (7 .1), with input u(t—r), can be discretizable in closedform (7..2),

and the nonlinear discrete system (7.2) admits an exact Takagi-Sugenofuzzy model;

b) The solution x(t) — (f>(xo,u(t)) ofthe closed loop continuous system (7.1), with

delayed input u(t
—

r) given by (7.8), exists globally and can be expressed as

x(k6 + 0) = F(xk,xk-i,--- ,0) (7.17)
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with F the solution ofthe closed-loop continuous system (7. 1) with the input u(t
-

t)

given by (7.8). such that

F(0,0,--- ,0) = O (7.18)

where t = kS + 0 and 0 G [0, 8) a linearfunction;

c) There exists matrices P > O, R > O andKa G Rm x Rn such that matrix inequali

ties (7 .9) and (7JO) hold.

Under a), b), c) the controller (7.8) solves the GDSP.

Proof 17 From theprevious discussion and by assumption c) the TS controller (7.8) stabi

lizes the discrete TSmodel (7.7). Henee, since the discrete TSmodel describes exactly the

dynamics (7.2), then (7.15) stabililzes also the discretized in the closedform (7.2) and then

we have that

Um x(k8) = Um Xfc
= 0.

fc-K» k-roo

Now, by assumption b), ifxk goes to zero, then since F(0, 0,
• • •

, 0) = 0, by continuity, it

follows that

Um x(0 = Um x(fct5 + 0) = 0.
t->00 t-rOO

Remark 1 Assumption a) is necessary in order to compute linear systems which from the

TSmodel. Moreover, note that assumption b) is the extensión to the nonlinear setting ofthe

respective resultfor the linear system. Infact, recalling that the solution ofthe TS model

can be written as

r / rkS+0 \

x(k8 + 0) =YM*) (eAi<>Xk + I eA^kS+e-^Biu(s - r) ds)

and apiece—wise constant controller

T r

u(t) = Yhi(z)Kaik = Yhi(z)KisXk+d-1
i=l i=l

is used in the interval t G [k6, (fc + 1)8), then the solution takes theform
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x(k8 + 0) = ^2^2hi(z)hi(z)(et**tXk+ J e^BidvKjsA^KjsXk-r
i=l j=l

V J°

ft>
d-2

+ / e*" BidrjKjsYA^-'BíoKjsx^i^
J°

1=0

+ f e**" Bidr, KjS¿Ajf-1BjXKssxkMJ) .

Jo
-=o

/

Now, since by control law (7.8) it is assumed that x(k5) —> O, by continuity itfollows that

the continuous linear system (7.1) with an input u(t — t) is stabilized as well.

7.3 A Particular Case: the Delay Múltiple of Sampling

Time

When 0 = 0 in (2.22), r is múltiple ofthe sampling period 8, namely r = d8,d€ Z+, and

the sampled dynamics of (7.1) with the input u(t
- r) simplify to

Xfc+i
= es'^«-¿(x)\x=xk (7.19)

Therefore, its local sub-systems are defined as follows

Plant rule i:

IF zi(t) is Mu and ... and zp(t) is M¿p,

THEN

Xfc+i
= AiáXfc -I- Bi0uk-d (7.20)

for i = 1, • ■ •

, r. The stabilization problem in this case will be solved under the following

assumption.

Assumption H.18 There exists a matrix Kís G Rm x R", such that the equilibrium point

x = 0of

Xk+i
= (Ai6 + Bi0KiS)xk (7.21)

is GAS.
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In fact, under (H. 18), is possible to construct for each sub-system (720) a predkrtor-based

controUer of tbe form [ 10], [ 1 1 ]

d-i

ik = A^xk~YAtt1~JBi0uk.^J

uk = K& (7.22)

where £t = ik~d, such that the origin of

Xk+i
= h% Au - BMKu)Xk (723)

with\c= x*. £-.
r
€ R2", isGAS. Henee, considering the dynamics (721), (722), the

aggregate TS model is

X¿-:
=Y^Z ¡2 % {^iXk

~

B«,ukJ) . (724)

i=l

Finally, the fuzzy controUer is

r

•=i

Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stabüity ofthe equilibrium of die feedback fiízzy

model (7.24). C.25) are given by the foUowing result

Theorem 18 Let us assume thatAssumption H.18 holds. Then the equilibrium ofthe con

tinuousfuzzy control system (724), (725) is globally asymptotically stable tfthere exist a

common positivematrix P such that

h Z {-VjP-V,, - P) < 0 H.261

and

hz{(^^}Tp(^i^)-P}>0 (7.2r}

where ,Vy = A.¿
- B_0K-¿, i<j< r, h_ 'z_

"

h/z. - 0.

Proof 18 Thisprooffollows that given in [63]for systems without delays.
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As a final point, we consider the GDSP for system (7.1) with the input (7.25) affected

by a delay r = d6.

Theorem 19 Given an input time delay r = d8, and the nonlinear system (7.1), with

delayed input u(t
—

t), let us assume thefollowing assumptions hold.

a) The nonlinear system (7.1), with an input u(t — t), can be discretizable in closed

form (7. 1 9), and the nonlinear discrete system (7.19) admits an exact TSfuzzymodel;

b) The solution x(t) = <j>(x0,u(t)) ofthe closed loop continuous system (7.1), with

delayed input u(t—r) given by (7.25), exists globally andcan be expressedas (7.17);

c) There exists matrices P > 0 andKís G Rm x Rn such thatmatrix inequalities (7.26)

and (7.27) hold.

Under a), b), c) the controller (7.25) solves the GDSP.

Proof 19 Theprooffollows that givenfor Theorem 17.

IA Numerical Example

In this section we apply the theoretical results obtained to the system [59]

¿i =
x2 4- x\

x2(t) = x3(t)

x3(t) = u(t-r) (728)

which is in the form (7.1) with an input u(t - r). We consider first the general case in

which r = (d- 0)8.

The sampled model of (7.28) is easily obtained

f
1 ¿i + 82 (8i + ¿2)x3,fc + £ (1 + 2tífc_i) + (8X82 + f )(1 + 2ufc_2)

N

xfc+i =01 8i+82 xk

Vo ° i
i
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(<-¥(! + 2uk_i) + ('-& + §)(! + 2uk_2)\
8i82 + -I

/|(l + 2ufc_i)\
Ufc_2 +

/ V

fi
2

Si

Uk-1

J

where Jj = (1
-

0), 82 = 08,0 G [0, 1), and r as in (2.22). To obtain the TS discrete fuzzy

model, we write this system as

( 1 8i + 82 zi \
Xk+l

=

\

1

0

«5i + «5a

1

+

/

V

-2*2

8i82-\ ,

82

\
sj

ízA

Uk-2 +

I

Z3

fi
2

Ufc_l

\6i J

where the minimum and máximum valúes for z\, z2 and z3 are chosen as

Zl.max
= 0.115, *Ji,min

= -0.105

z2,max
= 4.375 x IO"4, z2.min

= -1.45833 x 10~4

¿S.max
= 6.25 X IO"5, Z3,min

= "2.08333 X 10~5

and u G [-1, 1], x3 G [-1, 1], 8 = 0.1.

The membership functions are obtained as in [63], namely

Mi(zi)

Ni(z2) ■■

Gi(z3) -

hi(xk) -

h3(xk) -

h5(xk) :

h7(xk) -

%1 ,max
—

^1 ,min

¿2—¿2,min

^2,max~*2í2,min
'

-g3~z3,min

^3,max—¿3,min

M1N1G1,

MiN2Gx,

M2NiGi,

M2N2Gi,

M2(zi)

N2&) ■■

G2(z3) ■■

h2(xk) = MiNiG2

hA(xk)

h&(xk)

ha(xk)

%1 ,max
~

¿l,min

g2,max—^2

^2,max
—

£2,min

3-3,max—¿3

■23,max
—

£3,min

MiN2G2

M2NiG2

M2N2G2.

The aggregate model is henee written as

8

Xfc+i
=Y (AisXk + Bi0uk_2 + Bnuk-ij

i=i
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where

Ais = A-u = A__m = A& =

A& = Aes = A7S = Ags =

Bw — Son — #50 — -Sbo —

#30 — #40 — #70 — #80 —

#11 = #31 = #51 = #71 =

1 61+82 Zi^nax

0 1 i! +¿2

i 0 0 1

1 8i + 52 zljm¡n

0

0

/
•***2,max

1 8i+82

0 1

\

¿1¿2 + k

*2

¿2

¿1*

82

3!

*

V /

#21 *= #41 = #61 *= #81 =

V á> )
The discrete predictor-based controUer is designed as in (7.8), where

Z3_j______a

fi
3!

Ku = ( 1.3 1.9 1.4 ), Ku = ( 1.5 2.3 1.8 )
Kag = ( 0.9 1.3 0.9 ), /Ca = ( 0.7 1.3 0.9 )
Kss = ( 0.5 0.9 1.4 ), Kes = ( 0.5 1.3 0.8 )
#7* = ( 0.9 1.3 0.9 ), Kgs = ( 0.7 1.3 0.9 )

and

ik — Aisxk + #,oufc_2 + #ji«fc_i

for i — 1, • -• ,8, where £k =

xk+d-i
=

xk+i. FinaUy, a pair of matrices P, R solv
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ing (7.9), (7. 10) are given by

í 2.71667

P =

5.9911 x 10~6 2.4575 x 10"4 \

-7.013013 x IO"4

2.69421

R =

5.9911 x IO"6 2.71665

2.4575 x IO"4 -7.013013 x 10

1.35883 2.9545 x IO"6 1.21191 x IO"4

2.95451 x IO"4 1.35882 -3.45847 x 10~4

1.21191 x IO"4 -3.45847 x 10~* 1.34775

/
\

/

Figure 7. 1 : Response ofcontinuous system with an input u = 1. a) je**.; b) x2; c) x3

m the simulations we have considered an input time-delay r = 0.15 s. Figures 7.1.a,

7. l.b, 7. l.c, 7.2.a show the behavior ofthe continuous time nonünear system, with input

time-delay, using an input u(t) = 1. Figures 7.2.b, 7.3.a, 7.3.b, 7.3.c show the behav

ior of the TS discrete model using the TS discrete predictor-based controller. Moreover,

figures 7.4.a, 7.4.b, 7.4.c show the behavior of the sampled closed loop system and the

discrete predictor variables. FinaUy, figures 7.5.a, 7.5.b, 7.5.c show the response of the
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Figure 7.2: Response ofthe input controller, a) u = 1; b)TS discrete predictor-based

controller Uk
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Figure 7.3: Response of discrete system using the TS discrete predictor-based controller

«fc- a) xi>fe; b) x2ifc; c) x3,fc
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Figure 7.4: Comparison between the discrete state Xfc and the discrete predictor ik- a) Xi,fc

(black), ii,k (blue); b) x2>fe (black), £2,fc(blue), c) x3ife (black), i2¡k (blue)
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Figure 7.5: Response ofcontinuous system with the TS discrete predictor-based controller

Ufc. a)xi;b)x2;c)x3
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continuous time nonlinear system with input time-delay when the TS digital predictor-

based controller is used. As it can be observed, the continuous system is stabilized by the

proposed discrete controller.

Let us now consider again the system (7.28) for the particular case in which the time-

delay is múltiple of the sampling time. This happens for instance with r = 0.5 and 8 =

0.25. The sampled dynamics of (7.28) are henee

( 1 8 áx3,fc + f(l + 2ufc_2) \
0 1 8

0 0 1

Xfc+l
=

/■f(l + 2ufc_2)\

\ /

2
Uk-2-

\ I

The TS discrete fiízzy model is obtained considering the system

Xfc+l =

/

V

1 8 zi
N

("\
0 1 6 +

s2

2

0 0 1 J \S /

Uk-2

where the minimum and máximum valúes for z\ and z2 are chosen as

zi,max
= 0.34375, zi,min

= -0.28125

z2,max
= 7.8125 x IO"3, 22,min

= -2.6041667 x IO"3

and u G [— 1, 1], x3 G [— 1, 1]. The membership functions are

■»l--gl,min

21 .max
—

zl ,min

Z2—Z2,iaXn

¿2,max
"-

¿2,min

Mi(¿i) =

Ni(z2) =

/ii(xfc) = MiNx,

h3(xk) = M2NU

The aggregate model is the written as

• Ma(*i) = /'""-zT'*'

*l,msx
—

*l,min

^2,max~Z2

z2,max
—

z2,min
, N2(z2) =

h2(xk) = MiN2

hA(xk) = M2N2.

4

Xfc+i =Y \AisXk + BioUk-2J
i=l
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where

Au = A3Í =

#10 = #20 =

>

1 81+82 <?l,max

O 1 61+82

O O 1
/

Z2,o

2

V

A-u = Am =

#30 = #40 =

1 81 + 82 Zi.aúa

O 1 6i+82

O O 1

Z2,mi

2

\

\

I

FinaUy, the discrete predictor-based controUer is designed as in (7.25), where

Kis = ( 0.001 0.0307 0.208 ), K^ = ( 0.001 0.0133 0.2107 )
Kss = ( 0.001 0.0307 0.208 ), #4* = ( 0.001 0.0133 0.2108 )

and

ik = A*gxk + AisBiauk.2 + #ioufc_i

for i = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,4, where £*. = Xfc+d
=

xfc+2. Determining Ka and solving (7.9), (7.10), one

gets the following matrices

/

P =

\

0.000402749493228

0.000596361125677

-0.009499318041296

0.000596361 125677 -0.009499318041296

0.051042333837704 -0.343318974453159

-0.343318974453159 1.576619783768407

\

/

IO5.

In this case, in simulations we have considered a sampling period 6 = 0.25 s. Fig

ures 7.6.a, 7.6.b, 7.6.C, 7.7.a show the behavior of the continuous time nonünear system,

with input time-delay, using an input u(t) = 1. Figures 7.7.b, 7.8.a, 7.8.b, 7.8.c show the

behavior of the TS discrete model using the TS discrete predictor-based controUer. More

over, Figures 7.9.a, 7.9.b, 7.9.c show the behavior of the sampled closed loop system and

the discrete predictor variables. FinaUy, Figures 7.10.a, 7.10.b, 7.10.C show the response

of the continuous time nonlinear system with input time-delay when is driven by the TS

digital predictor-based controUer. Also in this case the continuous system is stabilized by

the proposed discrete controUer.
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Figure 7.6: Response of continuous systemwith an input u = 1. a) x l% b) x-*.; c) x3

1

a»

15 -

as

0

-

m «■ *M M ai

Figure 7.7: Response ofthe input controller, a) u = 1; b) TS discrete predictor-based

controller tu
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Figure 7.8: Response of discrete system using the TS discrete predictor-based controller

Uk- a) xiifc; b) x2,fc; c) x3)fc
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Figure 7.9: Comparison between the discrete state xk and the discrete predictor ik- a) x\tk

(black), ihk (blue); b) x2,fc (black), &,* (blue); c) x3,fc (black), i2.k (blue)
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Figure 7.10: Response of continuous system with the TS discrete predictor-based con

troUer vk- a) xi ; b) x2; c) x3

%



7.5 Conclusions

In this work a scheme that guarantees the global stabilization ofa continuous time nonlinear

system with input time-delay by means ofa digital controlled is proposed. This scheme is

based on the existence ofan exact discretization ofthe system, in the general case in which

the delay is not amúltiple ofthe sampled time, and the exact discrete Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy

model for which a discrete predictor-based controller for stabilizing and compensating is

calculated. The application to an example suggests the effectiveness ofthe proposed control

strategy.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and FutureWork

Conclusions about this dissertation are presented in this Chapter. Also, a future work plan

is proposed.

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis work has presented a novel approach for compensating and stabilizing linear and

nonlinear systems with time-delay in the input using a digital predictor-based controller.

In the linear case, we addressed the problem for stabilizing a sampled continuous sys

tem by means of this digital controller. The strategy is based on the discretization of the

system, principally in the general case in which the delay is not múltiple of the sampling

time, resulting a sampled system depended on two delayed inputs.

üi the nonlinear case, a new approach to compénsate input time-delay in a class ofnon

ünear systems, via approximated predictor-based controller has been presented to solve

stabilization problems. In this case, the propose controller is based on the approximated

representation of sampled systems obtained with techniques such as Euler, Runge-Kutta,

Takagi-Sugeno, or any other approximation technique satisfying the given consistency con

ditions. Indeed, an improvement about the stabilization for a class ofnonlinear system, the

so-called strict-feedforward system with time-delay in the input is proposed. We con-
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sider a pair of alternatives, the Unearization of the system using the Jancovik-Kokotovic

transformation and the Fuzzy Logic Approach, respectively.

The application to some numerical examples via simulations by stabilization and com

pensation for linear and nonlinear systems with time-delay in the input suggests the effec

tiveness of these proposed control strategies.

8.2 Future Work

The following topics are suggested as continuation of this dissertation.

1. Stability analysis for a Class of Discrete Nonlinear Systems with Time- Delay via

Sampling Multirate. Finding the class of system and suitable conditions where the

implementation ofthe discrete predictor holds. Impücitly or explicitly form.

2. Stability analysis for a Class of Discrete Nonlinear Systems with Time- Delay via

Backstepping Technique. Finding the suitable conditions where the implementation

ofthe discrete predictor holds. Implicitly or explicitly form.
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Appendix A

General Solutions

A.1 Predictor variable design

Consider the following continuous linear system with time-delay in input

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t
-

t) (A.1)

The general equation to (A. 1) is given by

x(t) = e^-^xfo) + / e-^-^BuiX - r)dX (A.2)

Ifwe let to = t and t = t + r, then

/t+T e-A(X-t-r) Bu(-A _ r^dA (A 3)

Ifwe substitute 6* = A — É —

r for the A integral, we have

Í(t) = x(t + r) - eArx(t) + I e~MBu(t + r)d6 (A.4)

A.2 Predictor dynamics

Taking the time-derivative of (A.4)

Í(t) = eATx(t) + ± í í e-A°Bu(t + r)d0 (A.5)
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substituting r¡
= t + 0 for the 0 integral, (A.5) yields

Í(t) = e^xM + l^^e-A^Buto)*,
= eArx(t) + eAtj | / e-Ar>Bu(r¡)dT][ÍY
= eATx(t) + AeAt—

- eATx(t) + AeAt
¿

f e-Ar>Bu(TJ)dr, +eAt[e-A"Bu(r])]tt_T
Jt-T J

/ e-Ar,Bu(r])drj + Bu(t) - eArBu(t - r). (A.6)
.Jt-T

FinaUy, making a change variable 0 = 77
-

t, for the 77 integral and using (A.l), yields

é(t) = Ai(t) + Bu(t). (A.7)
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Appendix B

One step consistency: Nonlinear Case

In [49] the following definition has been considered.

Definition 1 Thefamily Fa_s(zk, <¡>a(zk)) is saidto be one-step consistentwith Fe_s(zk, 4>a(zk))

iffor each compact D C Rn, there exist aJunction p € /C,» and 8* > 0 such that, for all

x G D and 8 € (0, 8*), we have

,\Fe_s(zk,<t>a(zk))
-

Fa,s(zk,<í>a(zk))\\ < 8p(S).

o A sufficient condition ensuring the one-step consistency is the following.

Lemma 1 Ifthefollowing conditions hold true

1) K,s(z, <¡>a(zk)) is one-step consistent with FEvieT,s(z, <¡>a(zk)) = z + 8f(z, u);

2) For each compact setDeR" there exist p € £», L > 0, 8* > 0 such that, for all

8e(0,6*)andallz,yeD,

a) \\f(y,<t>a(zk))\\<L

b) \\f(y,Mzk))-f(x,Mzk))\\<p(\\y-x\\);

Then Fa¡s(zk, <f>a(zk)) is one-step consistent with Fe¿(zk, 4>a(zk))-
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o

Proof 20 Let Di C R" be an arbitrary compact set. Using the set D := N(Di, 1),

let the second assumption of the lemma genérate 6* > 0, L > 0, and p e £«•■ Let

8\ := min{<5*, 1/L}. Itfollowsfrom assumption 2.a) ofthe lemma that, for each x € Di

and all t €E (0, 8_[), the solution <f>(t, z) of

<p(t, z) = /(>(í, z), <¡>a(zk)), <P(0, z) = z (B.l)

belongs to D and satisfies \\(f(t, z)
—

z\\ < Lt. It thenfollowsfrom assumption 2.6) ofthe

lemma that, for all z £ Di and all 8 e (0, ¿J)

II / \f(ip(t,z),</>a(zk))-f(z,<f>a(zk))]dt\\< f p(\\ip(t,z)-z\\)dt<8p(L8). (B.2)
II Jo L J II Jo

Considering

Fe,S(Zk, <f>a(Zk)) =Zk + 6f(zk, <t>a(zk)) + J [/(V?(í, Z), <¡>a(zk)) - f(z, <t>a(zk))\ dt

the resultfollowsfrom (B.2) and assumption 1) ofthe lemma 1.
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Stability Analisys for a Class of

Sampled Nonlinear Systems with Time-Delay

B. Castillo-Toledo, S. Di Gennaro, and G. Sandoval Castro

Abstract— This paper proposes a new approach for compensating
input delays in nonlinear systems under sampling. The proposed
dynamic controller is based on an approximated predictor of the

state of the system, obtained from an approximated representation
of the sampled system dynamics, and ensures practical stabilization
of the exact sampled system. The approximated representation can be

obtained using well-known techniques (Euler, Runge-Kutta, Takagi-
Sugeno, etc.), and the controller exists provided that the exact and

approximated sampled dynamics verify conditions expressing their

closeness.

Index Terms—Time-delay, Nonlinear predictor, Approximated dis-

cretization, Sampling.

I. Introduction

It is well-known that delays can dramatically limit the perfor
mance of the controllers, and sometimes destabilize the closed-

loop system [19]. This problem has been extensively studied in

different cases, expecially in delay compensation strategies using
a Smith predictor [8], [9], [43]. [20], [41] emphasized the in

terest of using the strategy of FSA (finite- spectrum assignmet)
that allows for reducing the spectrum of system solutions to a

finite set; moreover, stability of the closed loop is easy to check,

because of the predictor allows compénsate delay and get a free-

delay predictor dynamics. In this case is not necessary the use

of Lyapunov- Krasovskii functional, which allows find suitables

free- delay conditions through mathematical techniques [40J. Time-

delay compensation technique, employing nonlinear models, can

bc expected to yield significant improvements. However. only a

few nonlinear time-delay compensation strategies are currently
available.

Some of these strategies use a discrete predictor assuming that

the plant is open-loop stable [II]. Others, for small delays and

for minimum phase systems satisfying a transversality condition,

propose an approximate compensation strategy [21]. In [42], a

controller based on an integral sliding mode and on i linear

Takagi-Sugeno predictor has been proposed to reject perturbations.

In [22]. [23], [24], a stability analysis in continuous time, with no

compensation strategy, has been performed. In [6], [7] the stability

analysis of networked controlled systems with uncertain and varying

delays is carried out. Various works deal with the compensation
of input time-delay nonlinear systems using a nonlinear predictor.
For instance. [I6| studies systems with finite escape time problem,

restricting the attention to lirst-order nonlinear systems. In [15] a

backstepping control for linear time delay systems, given by first

order hyperbolic partial differential equations, is proposed. In [17],

the compensation of input time-delay strict feedforward systems

B. Castillo-Toledo and G. Sandoval Castro are with the Centro de

Investigación y de Estudios Avanzados - CINVESTAV del IPN, Unidad

Guadalajara. Av. Científica, Col. El Bajío. Zapopan, 45010, lalisco, México.
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formation Engineering, and Center of Excellence DEWS, Univer

sity of L'Aquila. Poggio di Roio. 67040 L'Aquila, Italy. E.mail:
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is studied, and a predictor-based feedback law is given in explicit

form.

When dealing with the compensation problem for sampled non-

linear systems with input delays, the crucial point is the availability

of the exact representation of the sampled dynamics. In [I], [26],

[27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [46], the exact discrete-

time dynamics are assumed to be known and available to the

designer. However, this assumption is rarely verified in general,

so that the results have limited applicability. Only for particular

cases, notably that pointed out in [4], [5], where the representation
is finitely discretizable, this approach can be successfully used.

Considering this limitation, some works have tried to overeóme the

problem, designing controllers on the basis of approximate sampled

dynamics [2], [18], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39].

In this paper we present a new approach for compensating

input time-delay nonlinear systems. A controller, which allows the

compensation and the stabilization of continuous nonlinear systems

with delays in the input, is proposed. This dynamic controller

is designed making use of an approximated representation of the

sampled system dynamics, obtained with well-known techniques,
such as that due to Euler, Runge-Kutta, Takagi-Sugeno. etc. The

conditions under which such a controller ensures the asymptotic

stability, in the practical sense, are the existence of a stabilizing
controller when the delay is zero, and the "closeness" of the exact

and approximated sampled dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II some results for

nonlinear systems with input delays are recalled. In Section III new

stability conditions for sampled dynamics are presented. Finally, in

Section IV some simulation results are presented. Some comments

conclude the paper.

II. Recalls of Known Results for Nonlinear Systems

with Time-Delay

In this section we review some known facts about time-delay
nonlinear continuous systems and stability, which will be applied
hereinafter.

A. Time-Delay Nonlinear Continuous Systems and Stability

Let us consider a nonlinear continuous system with time-delay
in the input described by

i(t) = f(x(t),u(t
-

T)) (I)

where x e R" is the slate, u £ Rm is the input, r is i known

constaní delay, and / is a continuously differentiable function.

Lipschitz with respect to x. Moreover, xo = x(0) 6 R", u(t) =

7(t), r € [-t, 0], where the function 7(í) e C" is the initial

continuous function defined on [— r, 0].
The following assumption. which requires that the origin of

system (I) without delay can be stabilized. is instrumental to

stabilize the origin of a system with time-delay in the input.



Assumption H.l: There exists a Lipschitz function <t>: Rn
—>

Rm, such that the origin of

*(«)•= /(*(»).-*(■«))

is GAS.

Under (H.l). it is straightforward to construct a dynamic control

(predictor) for system (I) that allows compensating the delay r

-5(0 = *K€) = /(í.*(O)

«(f.) = <*>(£(«))
(2)

such that (1), (2) has the origin GAS, where (2) has the initial

condition [17]

í(->) = x(0) + y7 /(|(s),«(s))tfc 7€ [-T.0],

In fact. under (H.l), there exists a V(x) € C1 function such that

a,(||.r||)<V'(x)<a2(||x||)

^f(x.<j>(x))<-a3(\\x\\)
with qi , q2, Q3 € ACoo [14]. The stability of the origin of ( 1 ), (2),

where £(t) = x(í+t), can be studied using V(x, £) = V(x)+V(£)
as Lyapunov candidate, getting

g/(-r, ■>(*)) + ^m, 0(0) < -cadixii) - o,(iieii).

Henee, the origin of (I), (2) is GAS.

B. Time-Delay Nonlinear Sampled Systems

Assuming that system (1) is sampled with sampling period i,

if zero-order holders are used the analytic solution of (1) without

delay (r = 0) is [33]

Xk+i
= xt + f(x(s),uk)ds = Fc,s(xk,Uk) (3)

JkS

where .r* = x(fci), and

u(t) = uk= u(fcí), fci < í < (fc + 1)6

is the piece-wise constaní input. Obviously, the stability problem
for (3) is solvable if there exists a Lipschitz function 0<¡ : R" —»

R"\ such that the origin of xt+t = Fe^(xk,<t>e(xk)) xs GAS [3].

When dealing with time-delays, a similar condition have to be

considered. In fact. when t is a múltiple of the sampling period i,

namely when r = dé, d e Z+, the sampled dynamics of (1) is

represented by

x«¡+l r
(fc+l)*¡

.;■■ -i / f{x(s),Uk-d)ds

FF_,/i(xk,Uk-d)

(4)

á/(l*ut-<->(x)

with Uk-a = u(kS - dS). One trivially check that, under the

existence of a stabilizing Lipschitz function <*JC, the origin of the

composite system (4) with the dynamic controller

Uk = <t>c\ík)

(5)

is GAS. The problem is that Fe,¿ is not known in most cases,

except for particular ones, as for the class of finite discretizable

systems presented in [5], Therefore, a predictor (5) solving the

control problem for (4) is not known, in general. Following the

approach introduced by some authors (see [34] and following

works), an altemative is to consider approximated representations
of the sampled dynamics. As a consequence, one can hope to

design the predictor, and henee the controller, on the basis of this

approximated representation and solve the stabilization problem

only in an approximated sense. In the following section we will

determine such an approximated controller, so solving the stability

problem for (4) in an approximated way.

III. Stability Analysis of Input Time-Delay

Nonlinear Systems

In the general case, the delay in the input can be written as

r = (d-9)S, rie Z+, fle (0, i) (6)

and when the system (1) is sampled with sampling period S, and

zero-order holders are used, the sampled dynamics of (1) is [27],

[33], [13]

Xfc+l

(7)

u(t) =

r(k+l-0)i

- x».. + / f(x(s),Uk-d)ds
JkS

/•(*+!)«.

+ / f(xx[s),Uk-d+x)ds
i (fc+l-ff'i!

= Fe,s(Xk,Uk-d,Uk-d+l)

where

fci < í < (fc + 1 - 6)8

uk-d+i (fc + 1 - 0)6 < t < (fc + 1)6

is the piece-wise constant input. More precisely,

Fc,s(xk,uk-d,uk-d+i) = eé2/2 oe6íh(x)\
Iz*

where í* = (1 - 9)6, 82 = 98.

/l = f(x,Uk-d), fl = f{x, Ufr-d+l).

Since Fe.s may be not known, one can determine and use

an approximated model of the sampled dynamics of (I). Several

methods in the literature propose approximated models of the form

Xfc+ l
= Fa./¡(xk,Uk-d) (8)

when t = d8, d 6 Z+. or

xk+i
= F„]S(xk,Uk-d,uk-.d+i)- (9)

when t = (d - 6)8, d € Z+, 9 e (0, 1), based on techniques such

as Euler, Runge-Kutta, Takagi-Sugeno, etc. [18], [37], [44], [45],

among the others.

A controller for system (4) or (7), solving the stabilily problem in

an approximated fashion, can be carried out using the approximated
model (8) or (9), under the following assumption, requiring that the

stability problem can be solved when the delay is zero.

Assumption H.2: For the system (8) There exists a function

</>„: R" -» Rm, <t>a 6 C\ such that the origin of

Xfc+ l
= Fa.s(xk,(l>a(Xk))

is GAS.



Under (H.2), it is possible to construct a predictor-based con

troller

ífc+i = '7«(ífc) = í,a,í(ífcI0-.(-:fc))

Ufc = 0<,(£fc)
(10)

such that the origin of (8) is GAS. The approximated model (8) must

enjoy the properly to be "cióse" enough to the exact model (4). This

property is formalized by the following assumptions, which are used

for systems without delays [35].

Assumption H.3: Suppose that the following conditions hold

a) The family Fa_s(zk, <t>a(zk)). Zk € R™, is one-step consistent

with respect to Fe_s(zk,<t>a{zk)). namely for each compact

V C R" there exists a function p G Koo and i* > 0 such

that

\\FrAzk,éa{zk)) - FaAzk,<Pa(zk))\\ < 6p{8) (11)

Vz/t e V and Vi e (0, 6'), where p 6 £<»;

b) The family Fa(zk.<pa(zk)) is equi-globally asymptotically
stable by equi-Lipschitz Lyapunov functions, namely for each

compact V C R" \ {0} there exist L > 0, i* > 0 such that

WVÍzi.k)
-

V(z2,k)\\ < L\\z,.k - mA (12)

Víi,fc,z2,t G£>and Ví € (0,í*). o

In Appendix the reader can find a sufficient condition ensuring
the one-step consistency, requested by HJ.a. The following result

provides a controller for system (4) solving the stability problem
in practical sense.

Theorem I: If r = di, ri G Z+, under the Assumptions (H.2),

(H.3) and for any fixed AZ,A„ G R+. the feedback system (4),

(10) has the origin practically asymptotically stable, namely there

exist fl G KL, i* > 0. such that

IMI</3(ll*=o||,fci) + A,, Zk={íkk) (13)

Ví 6 [0, <r¡, V||*j0|| < Al. Vu < A„. o

Proof: The proof follows that given in [34] for systems

without delays. ■

In the following we solve the stabilization problem in the case

of delays which are not a múltiple of the sampling period. namely
such that

r = (d-9)8. dez+ é»e (0,1).

For. we will use the following assumptions.

Assumption H.4: There exists a function 0„ : R" —> Rm, <$>__ G

C , such that the origin of

Ifc+l
= Faj(Xk, <t>a(.Vk) , r>a{Xk-l))

is GAS.

Assumption (H.4) allows constructing a predictor-based con

troller of the form

Cfc+i = ífc

ífc+i =/)«(ífc,a) = F,J,,(ífc.'í<.(ífc),0.,(Cfc)) <l4>

Hk = 0o (Cfc)

such that the origin of (9) is GAS. Note that Cfc = ífc-i- As above,

it is necessary to require that the approximated model (9) must be

"cióse" enough to the exact model (7).

Assumption H.5: Suppose that the following conditions hold

a) The family F,l.d(zk,Uí,k,u2.k). zk G R" is one-step con

sistent with respect to Fe,s(zk,u.i,k, u2,k), namely for each

compact V C R" there exists a function p G K-x and í* > 0

such that

\\Fc,s(zk,ul,k,u2,k)
- F„,-r(-*fc,ui,fc,U2.fc)|l < 8p(6) (15)

Vífc G V and Ví £ (0, i*), where p € IC^. and where

«l.fc
= 0<i(2fc), u2,k = 0„(zfc-i);

b) The family Fu{zk, «i,fc, u2%k) is equi-globally asymptotically
stable by equi-Lipschitz Lyapunov functions, namely (12)

holds. o

Condition H.5.a can be ensured by a sufficient condition anal

ogous to the one-step consistency given in Appendix, applied to

«2,fc, as the reader can readily check. The following result gives a

controller for system (7), solving the stability problem in practical
sense.

Theorem 2: If r *= {i- 6)8, d G Z+. 6 G [0, 1) under the

Assumptions (H.4), (H.5) and for any fixed AZ,A„ e R+, the

feedback system (7), (10) has the origin practically asymptotically

stable, namely there exist fl G KL, i* > 0, such that (13) holds

Ví 6 [0,6"], V||*0|| < -4-r, Viy < Au. o

Proof: Let a\,a2,a_. G Koo- Let (i/, D) be strictly positive
real numbers such that cti(D) > v, and let 8" > 0 be such that,

for each i G (0, i*], there exists a Lyapunov function V ; R™ —> R,

V G C\ satisfying

*i(|M|)<V(**)<a2(M (16)

V{Fg,s(zk,Mzk),<l>a('k-l))-VM n(x.xn ,m

2
< -«3(||zfc||) (17)

Vzit G R", Vi G (0, 8"), where i* > 0 is fixed. We begin the proof
with the following.

Claim. If

Hi < o

nxa.x{v(FL.<,{zk,<t>a(zk),<t>Yzk-x)))Y'(~k)} > v

the following holds

V(FrAZk,<t>,,{Zk),<í>a(Zk-x))) - V(zk) < -|a-*(||zfc||). o

Postponing the proof of this claim, then for all [|*0|| <

a^iaiiD)) wehave \\zk\\ < D,

V{zk) < max{V(z„),i/}. (18)

Denote V{F.M*t., <M*fc),<M«fc-i» = V(zk+¡). If

max {v(F,:.,.(zk,<t>_.(zk), 0„(zfc-i))), V(zk)} > u

then

V(zk+¡) - V(zk) < -■*-->.1(«2~I(l/(*fc))) < -6n(V(zk))-



The relation (18) follows by induction. With (18), (16), v and D,

imply

M < max{a_-l<_V(_z0)),a_-ln} < D. (19)

So either. V(zk+i) > d which, from the claim and (19), implies
^(**+l) < V(zk), or V(zk+l) < v. In both cases, (18) holds for

V(zk+¡) as weil.

Let us introduce y(t) = V{zk) + (t - fc) V'('1'+')~V'(J''). Ví G

[fci, (fc + l)í), fc > 0. y(t) is a continuous, nonnegative, piecewise
linear funclion of "time" í and henee absolutely continuous with

derivative given, for almost all t, by

Again from the definition ofi* (in particular i*) and (15), it follows

that for all i G (0,í*)

IIFmII >W g)-e. (21)

and, considering (20),

dy(t)
_ V(zk+¡) - V(zk)

dt 8
< -a(V(zk)).

Let v(t) - fl(vo,t) be an unique solution of -) = -a(v),
"(ío) = i'o, where fl e KL. By the comparison theorem

y(t) < v(t) = 0(vo, t), t>t0,yo = v0

yk<vk=fl{v0,k6), fc : t e [fci, (fc + l)í)

and by definition of y(t)

V(zk) < max{0(yo,k),i;} < max{fl(V(z0).k),i>}

ii-«.*ii<ar1(/5(v(z0),fcí)) + ctr1H

<o,TlWa¡\\\zo\\).kS))+etTlM

so that (13) holds true.

Let us now prove the previous claim. Given a pair of strictly

positive real numbers (i/. D). we define

£i = 2Q21(0* Z2 = aT1(or2(D)) + £_.

From (H.5.b). there exist L > 0, i* > 0 such that (12) holds. From

(H.5.a), the function p G Krx. and i* > 0 exist so that (15) holds.

Let i*, i* > 0 be such that

Lp(6'3) < ¿a3(aYl(a.(e_))), í4>(í4') < X-aY Q) .

Let us set i* = min{í*, í*,í*,í*}. Suppose that ||z¡,j| < D, and

denoting

V(Fr.S(Zk.<j>,L^k),<t>a(Zk-l))) = V(Fe,s)

V{F,L.Í,(Zk,<rrL{Zk),<i>rL(zk-l))) = V{Fa,li)

||F<¡,í(Zfc,0o(zfc)10a(Zfc_1))|| = \\Fe,4

l|F„,í(z»,,^a(Zfc),<Po(2fc-l))|| = ||FM||

ll«%ll > aj'íaiíei)).

From (20H21), and the definition of i*, we deduce that ||zfc|| <

D and V(FC,6) > u/2, imply

V(Fe.,6) - V(zk) = V(F,l.s)
-

V(zk) + V(Fr,¡) - V(Fa.s)

< -6a3(\\zk\\) + L8p(8-) < -¿a3(\\zk\\).

Now, supposing V(FC ,4) < i//2 and V(zk) > v, from (16)
and (17) we get V(zk) > 6a3\\zk\\. Therefore,

V(Fe,0) - V(zk) < l-(u - V(zk)
-

V(zk))
-

¿a3(||zfc||)
and the claim is proved. ■

IV. A Numerical Example

In this section we illustrate the theoretical results obtained. Let

us consider the following system with a time-delay in the input

Xl(t) = X2 + xt(t) + u(t - T)

x2(t) = u(t —

t)
(22)

with r = 0.25 s, and xi(0) = -0.1, x2(0) = 0.1. The continuous

predictor is found by explicitly solving (22)

(,l{t)=Xl(t)+TX2{t) + TX22(t)+ í fr U{s)ds) df

+ / u{f)df + (1 + 2x2(í)) / (í
-

7)«(7) ¿1
Jt-T Jt-T

£2(Í)=X2(Í)+ / U(1)d1
Jl-r

whose dynamics are

Ut) = Ut) + ú(t) + u(t)

U*) = u(t).
(23)

this implies

Since the representation of the exact predictor model is not

available, we consider an approximated discretization. Considering,
for instance. the approximated Euler model discretization, one

obtains

WFuA < °Y (VÍFl.s)) < aT^a^WzkW

<aYl(a2(D)) <e2.
(20)

íl,fc+l = íl.fc + í(Í2,fc + C22.fc + "fc)

Í2,fc+1 = Í2.fc "l-ÍJXfc.
(24)

From the definition of í* (in particular 81) and (15), it follows that

forall ÍG (0,i*)

IIF..4 < <*r>2(D)) + ¿aj' Q) =e2.
Suppose V(Fe,¿) > v/2. From (16), (17), this implies

||F..i|>oí1(5)^ei.

Finally, the following controller for the approximated predictor
model is designed

26
(ÍÍ2fc+íl,fc + 2Í2

The eigenvalues of the approximated predictor closed-loop system

are Ai = \/l — i, A2 =
— 1/1 —8.

In the simulations we have considered a sampling period of í =

0.6 s. Figures 1.a, l.b show the behavior of system (22) with an

input control u(t) = 1. Figures l.c, l.d show the behavior of the
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Fig. I. System (24) with u = 1: a) x\ (solid), x2 (dashed); b) input u = 1.

Closed-loop system (22), (24): c) x\ (solid), x2 (dashed); d) approximated

predictor-based controller (24). Closed-loop system (22), (23): e) xi (solid),

íl (dashed); f) x2 (solid), í;2 (dashed).

0.05

0

-0.05
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Fig. 2. Error ||£* -

ÍJJ|: a) for S = 0.5 s; b) for i = 0.7 „; c)

for i = 0.9 s. Enor ||{2 - í? fc ||: d) for <5 = 0.5 s; e) for 6 = 0.7 s: 0

for ó = 0.9 s.

closed loop system (22) using the approximated predictor-based
controller (24) with ío = .¡(0). Moreover, Figures I.e, l.f show (22)
wilh the continuous predictor (23) and with £(0) = x(0).
To analyze the dependence of the stability properly on the

sampling period i. Figure 2 shows the error between original
and approximated dynamics in (11), with £0 = x(0), for some

valúes of i. It is possible to appreciate that the error tends to zero

more quickly when í approaches I, while the error between the

original predictor dynamics and the approximated ones improves
with i -• 0.

V. Conclusions

A new approach to compénsate input time-delays in nonlinear

systems, via approximated predictor-based controllers, has been

presented to solve stabilization problems. The proposed controllers

are based on the approximated representation of sampled systems

obtained with techniques such as Euler, Runge-Kutta, Takagi-

Sugeno, or any other approximation technique satisfying the given

consistency conditions.
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Appendix. One step consistency

In [34] the following definition has been considered.

Definition A.l. The family F„ ,s[zk , <t>a(zk)) is said to be one-

step consistent wilh Fc,¡ (zk, tp„(zk)) if, for each compact D C R",

there exist a function p e Kr*> and i* > 0 such that. for all rCD

and í € (0, í*), we have

||J*"«.*t>*- **.(**))
-

Fa,í(zk,M^))\\ < 6p(8). o

A sufficient condition ensuring the one-step consistency is the

following.

Lemma A.l. If the following conditions hold true

1) Fa,j(z,<p0(z*;)) is one-step consistent wilh

FEuler.í (Z, <t>a(.Zk)) = Z + í/(z, tl);

2) For each compact set DeR" there exist p € /Cc. L > 0,

i* > 0 such that, for all i 6 (0, i*) and all z, y € D,

a) ||/(2/, <Mzfc)) || <-■--

b) \\f(y-Mzk))
-

f(x,<r*(zk))\\ < P(\\y
-

x\\);

Then Fa,s{zk,<j>a{zk)) is one-step consistent with

Fe.s(zk,4>a(zk)). O

Proof: Let Di C R" be an arbitrary compact set. Using the set

D := N(D¡, 1), let the second assumption of the lemma genérate

i* > 0, L > 0, and p G K^. Let 8¡ := min{í*, 1/L}. lt follows

from assumption 2.a) of the lemma that, for each x 6 Di and all

t € (0,81), the solution <¡>(t, z) of

ip{t,z) = f(xp(t,z).<t>a(zk)), s(0,*)»s (25)

belongs to D and satisfies \\xp(t,z) - z|| < Lt. It then follows

from assumption 2.6) of the lemma that, for all :Eüi and all

i€ (0.ÍJ)

j [/Mf,z),0„(zfc))-/(z,0„(zfc))]rfí
< f p(\\xp(t,z)-z\\)dt<8p(L6).

Jx)

Considering

F..á(Zfc,</>„(zfc)) = Zk +i/(zfc,**a(Zfc))

+ 1 [/Mí,z),<M=O)-/(-,0»(=fc))]*

the result follows from (26) and assumption 1 ) of the lemma.

(26)
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Abstract: In this paper the problem of stabilization of continuous systems with time delay in

input which are discretized is addressed. Using a predictor based controller capable of stabilizing
and compensating the discrete model and continuous model as well, is obtained. This scheme

allows using a digital controller for stabilizing an analog plant. The performance of such a control
scheme is tested in the case of simpliñed attitude control of a vehicle.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many applications the actuation of a control law and/or

the sensing of the variables, necessary to implement the

controller, is not instantaneous. This determines delays in

the control-loop, which could significantly deteriórate tho

performance of the controller, and destabilize the closed-

loop system (Malek (1987), Niculescu (2001)). Examples

of these problems arise in various fields, such ín chemical,

mechanical, avionic applications, just to cite a few of them.

For instance, in automotive control applications, one ofthe

main research topics is the active attitude control of the

vehicle, where the vehicle dynamics are modified imposing

forces or moments to the vehicle body in different ways

(see, e.g. Malan (1994), Ackermann (1995), Burgio (2006),
Karbalaei (2007), Baslamisli (2007), Bianchi (2010)), to

improve stability, safety and comfort. This technology

makes use of active actuators (active front steering, impos

ing incremental steer angle on top of the driver's input),

and smart sensors (for examples, the so-called intelligent

tires, allowing precise and distributed measurements of

the road/tire friction coefficient). These actuators/sensors
introduce some delays, which can deteriórate the perfor

mance of the attitude control law.

The control of time-delay systems is also a challenging

and interesting problem from a theoric point of view.

Many approaches have been proposed, and continué to

appear, for different kinds of systems
- linear or nonlinear,

*
This work has been partially supported by the HYCON2 European

Project, Grant agreement No. 257462.

continuous or discrete Castillo (2010). The problem has

been extensively studied, especially for delay compensa

tion strategies using a Smith predictor (Fridman (2005),

Fridman (2007), Manitius (1979), Mondie (2003), Smith

(1957), Wang (1999)). In Manitius (1979), Olbrot (1998),

the interest of using the strategy of FSA (finíte-spectrurn

assignment), allowing reducing the spectrum of system so

lutions to a finite set, is emphasized. Moreover, stability of

the closed loop is easy to check, since the predictor allows

compensating the delay and getting delay freo predictor

dynamics. Some studies about the stability of systems

with delay using a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional have

been carried out, which allows finding suitable delay free

conditions through mathematical techniques (see Sandoval

(2009), Stojanovic (2007), Niculescu (2001)). Time delay

compensation technique», employing discrete predictors,

are expected to yield significant improvements.

The use of fast digital computers has motivated the design

of sampled-data controllers for continuous time plants.

Considering zero-order holders, as usual, and considering

the general case of time delays not, múltiple of the sampling

time, the sampled dynamics result with two discreto in

puts delayed (Kazantzis (2005), Lombardí (2009), Monaco

(2001), Monaco (2007)). Furthermore, once the sampled

dynamics have been calculated, and the digital controller

has been designed fulfilling certain design requirements,

the controller performance may not be necessarily satis

factory when applied to the continuous system, due to

possible poor intersampling behavior.



In this paper, we determine the discrete model
with time-

delay of a continuous system with a time-delay in input,

considering a general case, i.e. when the delay is not

múltiple of the sampling time. The resulting dynamics

depend on two delayed inputs. Then, this model is used to

design the discrete predictor based controller, stabilizing

and compensating tbe discrete model. Moreover, we show

that this discrete controller, when implemented via a zero

order holder and under certain conditions, stabilizes the

continuous system with time-delay in input, as well, show

ing a good intersampling behavior. The main advantage

of the proposed technique relies on the simplicity of the

controUer design. Its performance is shown in a simplified

case of active attitude control of a vehicle.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall

some known results for linear systems with time-delay in

the input. In Section 3, we perform the stability analysis of

such a system. In Section 4, the stabilization problem for

the sampled dynamics is solved. In Section 5, we give some

simulation results. Some comments conclude the paper.

2. KNOWN RESULTS FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH

TIME-DELAY IN THE INPUT

In this section we review some known facts about the

stability of continuous linear systems with time-delay in

the input, which will be applied hereínafter.

2.1 Time-Delay Continuous Systems and Stabüity

Let us consider a continuous system with time-delay in

the input, described by

x(t) = Acx(t) + Bcu(t - r) (1)

with x0
= x(U>) € R", u(t) = <p(t), Vt e (ío

-

-Mol

ió > 0. Here x 6 R", u € Rm are the state and control

respectively. Moreover, A, B are matrices of appropriate

dimensions, rank B = m, and r is the known time-delay.

Furthermore, ti(t) = tp(t), fbr t € [to
- t,í0], where the

function ip(t) £ C° is the initial continuous function defined

on [-t,0].

The following hypothesis, which requires that the sys

tem (1) without delay can be stabilized, ís instrumental

to stabilize a system with time-delay in input (see Khalil

(2002)).

Hypothesis 1. The pair (Ac, Bc) is controllable and stabi

lizable, Le. there exists Kc € R" x R", such that

x(t) = (Ac + BcKc)x(t)

u(t) = Kcx(t)

ísGAS.

Under Hypothesis 1, it is straightforward to construct a

control (predictor) for system (1) that allows compensat

ing the delay r (see Manitius (1979))

C(í) = (Ac + BcKc)«t)

u(t) = KcC(t)

where

(3)

<(í) = eA<Tx(t) + / e-A°eBMt + 0) M. (4)

2.2 Discretization and Stabilization of Time-Delay

Systems

Assuming that system (4) is sampled with sampling pe

riod 6, and if zero-order holders are used, the sampled

dynamics of (1) without delay (r = 0) is

Xk+i
= Asxk + B¡uk (5)

where xk = x(k6),

I*
As = eA's, Bs= eA<" Bcdr,

Jo

and

uk
= u(k6), kS<t<(k+ 1)6

is the piece-wise constant input.

3. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF INPUT

TIME-DELAY SYSTEMS

When dealing with nonzero time-delays in (1), an analo

gous condition can be worked out. In fact, setting

r = (d-T/)6, deZ+, ^€(0,1) (6)

when zero-order holders are used, the sampled dynamics

are (see, Powell (1997))

x*+i = Agxk + B0uk-d + BiUk-d+x (7)

where

As = eA's, B0= [ eA'eBcdB, B_ = f eA'e Bcd0
Jt's Jo

(8)

and
'

uk-d kñ<t<(k + l-r')6

uk-d+i (k + \-Y)8<t<(k + \)8

xs the piece-wise constant input.

u(í) = ('
x\>

(9)

(2)

In the following we solve the stabilization problem in the

case of (7). For, we use the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2. For the system (7), there exists /(■ e R" x

R" such that

xk+i = (As + BiK¿)xk + B0K6xk-i (10)

is GAS. o



(11)

Hypothesis 2 allows constructing a predictor-based con

troller of the form

í*+i = (At + BrfsKk + BqKs^-!

uk = K6(,k

such that the system (7) is GAS. Note that & =
xjfc+(*_i,

i.e.

d-2

«Sk = Ads-lxk +Y,Adf2-iB0uk-d+i
i=0

d-2

+ X>2~2~ÍBlU*-d-H+l*
i=0

Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability are for

malized by the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Under hypothesis (2), the trajectories of (10),

(11) are global asymptoticaUy stable if exist positive

defínite matrices P and R such that

(P-R Nl N?y 0
'

Nk P'1 0 0

-yTNk 0 R 7T
0 0 7 P_1,

>0

and

R 7rP7 > 0

where Nk = (A¡ + BiKs) and-y = B0KSP.

(12)

(13)

o

Proof. Under hypothesis (2), there exists a suitable gain

K¡ 6 R" x Rn such that A5 + BXK6 is Hurwitz. To

study the behavior of (10), (11), we propose a discrete

Lyapunov-Krasovskii function

V(zk) = zlPzk +¿ jgLfa&fc-j zk = ( ¡jj ) (14)

with P and fi as positive definite matrices. Now, taking

the forward difference of (14), one gets

AV(zk) = zl(NlPNk -P + R)zk

+ JÍ(«f7)*-l + *l-x(-fm*k (l5)

-■*-f-i(*R-7T7)2k-i-

Using the basic matrix inequality (see Poznyak (2001)),

it is possible to sepárate the terms of zk and z*;_i for

obtaining delay free stability conditions

XTY + YTX < XTA1X + YTA{1Y
with Ai e Rkxk, with A__ = Á[ > 0, A, = R--yT-y. Henee,

(15) yields

AV(zk) < zl(NlPNk -P + R +Hfftf-fN*)*
which is negative definite if

N_TPNk-P + R + Nkr"/Ai1yTNk<0. (16)

Finally, using the Schur complement (see Boyd (1994)),

we obtain conditions (12), (13). ■

An interesting question arises at this point: If the discrete

system (7) is the discretization in closed loop form of the

corresponding continuous system (1) (when the sampling

time 8 is not a múltiple of r), and (11) is the predictor

dynamics that allow compensating and stabilizing the

corresponding discrete system (7) via a predictor-based

controller, will this controller (11) stabilize the continuous

system (1) as well? This question will be studied in the

following section.

4. THE DISCRETE STABILIZATION PROBLEM

In the following xzh(t) denotes the piece-wise constant

function obtained as output of a zero holder, having the

discrete time function xk as input.

Problem: Global discretized stabilization problem (GDSP,

see Castillo (2010)). Given a linear system (1), the GDSP

consists of finding a discrete system (7) and a piece-wise

constant controller

u(í) = Kgzzh(t), t e [k6, (k + 1)8) (17)

obtained from (11) by means ofa zero holder, such that for

any initial condition xo
= x(0) the solution of the closed-

loop system

x(t) = Acx(t) + BcKsxzh(t) (18)

satisfies lim x(t) = 0. o

The result hereinafter expresses a condition for the exis

tence of a solution to the GDSP.

Theorem 4- Assume the following assumptions hold.

a) The linear system (1) is discretizable in closed

form (7);

b) The solution x(t) = <¡>(xo,u(t)) of the closed loop

continuous system (l)-(ll) exists globally and can be

expressed as

x(k8 + 0) = F(xk,xk-1....,e) (19)

with F the solution of the closed loop continuous

system (l)-(ll), such that

F(0, 0, . . .

, 0) = 0 (20)

where t = k8 + 0 and 0 G [0,á) a linear function.

c) There exists matrices P > 0, fi > 0 and Ks e R" x

R" such that matrix inequalities (12) and (13) hold.

Under a), b), c) the controller (11) solves the GDSP. o

Proof. From the previous discussion, by assumption c) the

controller (11) stabilizes the system (10). Henee, since the

discrete model describes the dynamics of the system (7),

then (17) stabilizes also the system discretized in the closed

form (7) and then we have that



lim -r(fci) = lim xk = 0.
fc-tOO *-»00

Now, by assumption 6), tf xk goes to zero, then since

F(0, 9) = 0, by continuity, it follows that

lim x(t) = lim x(k6 + 0) = 0. ■
/-.oc t-*oo

Remark 1. Assumption a) is necessary in order to compute
the linear systems. Now, recalling that the solution of a

linear with time-delay in the input can be written as

rk6+0

x(k8 + 0) = eA'exk + / eA<<-ks+a-')Bcu(s ~ r) ds
JkS

and a piece-wise constant controller

u(t) = Ks£k = Ksxk+d-i

is used in the interval t 6 [fci, (fc + 1)<5), then the solution

takes the form

x(k6 + 6) = eA'exk

r-kS+0

+
/ eA<(kS+»s) Bcd$ KsA^KsX^r
Jk6

+ / gW**—) Bcds Ks
JkS

d-2

X _¿__,AS 'BoKsXk+i-l-r
t=0

fkS+e
+ eA<(kS+e->) Bcds Ks
JkS

d-2

xJ^Af-'-'BtKtXk+i-r

i.e.,

d-2

X(fc<5 + 6) = M0(9)lk +M^Xk-r +Y,NÁe)xk+i-i-r
i=0

d-2

+j2wiWxk+i-T.
i=0

where M0(9), Mx(9), N,(9) and W{(9) are bounded func

tions of 9. Since l9(t) is a bounded function, namely

\\M0(9)\\oo< Po, ¡MiWIU < Pi

mW\\co<P2, \\Wi(0)\\oo < P3

for p¡, l = 0, . . . ,3, as positive real valúes. Now, since

by control law (11) it is assumed that x(kS) -*> 0, by

continuity it follows that the continuous linear system (1)
is stabilized as well. o

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we consider some examples of interest. We

first consider the application of the proposed controller to

a simplified case of attitude control of a vehicle. Then we

consider the case of the double integrator.

5.1 Control of a Ground Vehicle

To illustrate the previous results, consider the bicycle

model for a ground vehicle, modeling the lateral and yaw

dynamics

m(i!y + vxuz) = n(Fy,f(a¡) + Fv,r(ar))
Júiz = p,\Fy,¡(a¡)ls

-

Fv,r(ar)lr)
where m, J are the vehicle mass and inertia momentum,

l/,lT are the front and rear vehicle length, vx, vv are the

longitudinal, lateral velocities of the vehicle center ofmass,

and wz is the yaw rate. Moreover, p. is the tire-road friction

coefficient. Furthermore, Fyj, FVtr are the front, rear tire

lateral forces. Finally,

,
, ¡- ,

.
. vv + lf<¿z vy

- lruz
otf

= 8d + 8c(t
-

t)
* '-—

. ar
= -—

Vx Vx

are the so-called front/rear slip angles. Here 8C is the active

steering input, and Sd is the driver steering angle. For the

sake of simplicity, we assume that

Fv,f(a) = Cfct¡, Fy,r(a) = CTaT.

Henee, equations (21) assume the form

¿(í) = a4ci(t) + Bcií(t - t) + Bc6d

with

H(Cf+Cr)
„

lL(C,lf-Crtr)
'

VX

Ac =

..(

ll(C,l,-Crlr)
Jvx

_u__C,

ll(C,l)+CTíl)
Jvx

>* J
Hz)

where a delay in the active front steering u = ác has been

considered, accounting for the actuator dynamics.

A maneuver with a steep change in 8¿ as in Figures l.c

has been considered. The vehicle's parameters are

vx= 28 m/s Cf = 115390

m= 1880 Kg

J=2830Kgm2

lr= 1.53 m

so that one obtains

-5.1388 -26.5163'

1.9857 -7.3557
Ac = (t

Cr = 155120

M
= l

lf = 1.38 m

Bc =H
61.3752\

56.2656/'

Considering a delay t = 1/6*t, and a sampling time

6 = 0.025 s, from (6) one obtains

xk+i
= A6xk + B0uk-3 + Biiifc-2 + (Bo + Bi)$¿ (22)

where

1.8724 -0.5656 \

1.0210 0.8251 )
As

_

/O.S
"

Vo.o

,
/ 0.0740 \

30
~{o. 1495 )

Bi
( 0.9423 \

Vl.l490j
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Fig. 1. a) vy (solid) [m/s vs s] and u*z (dashed) [rad/s
vs s]; b) Predictor-based active front steering control

«fc
— Sc,k [rad vs s]¡ c) Driver steering angle Sd [rad

vs s]

Finally, the discrete predictor based controller is designed

as in (11), where Ks = ( 0.0304 0.0633) and

C* = Ajxk + AsB0uk-3 + (B0 + AsBi)uk-2 + B_.uk-_..

Determining Ks and solving (12), (13), one gets the

following matrices

p_/l93.4 0 \ R_/0.843 0 \

\ 0 3058.0,/' \ 0 8.1836/
-

In the simulations we have considered a sampling period

of 5 — 0.025 s. Figures 1.a, l.b and l.c show the behavior

of system (21), with a discrete predictor based controller

v-k = ¿c,fc- Finally, 2.a, 2.b show the behavior of the

samples closed loop system and the discrete predictor

variables.

5.2 The Double Integrator

Let us consider the double integrator (simplified satellite

model)

*l(t) -•»(*)
(23)

x2(t) = u2(t
-

t)

with t = 0.25 s, -ri(O) = 0.2, x2(0) = -0.3. Considering a

sampling time 5 = 0.1 s, and using (6), one obtains

Xk+i
= AsXk + BoWfc-3 + BlUfc_2

where

/l 0.1 \
D

/0.00375\
R /0.00125^

As={0 l)'B°={ 0.05 )'Bl
=

\ 0.05 J-
Finally, the discrete predictor based controller (11) is

designed with Ks = ( 0.954 0.933 ) and

ít = Ajxk + A-BoUfc-3 + (B0 + a4íB1)ufc_2 + Bxuk-i.

1^ i i

"

Ji ■- L

"

|* 'li

\\ ñ

"*"

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3

Fig. 2. a) Vy,k (solid) and t,x_k (dashed) [m/s vs s]; b)

LjZik (solid) and £¡,fc (dashed) [rad/s vs s]

Fig. 3. a) -Ei (t) (solid) and x2(t) (dashed); b) Input u(t)
=

1; c) xi(t) (solid) and x2(t) (dashed); d) Predictor-

based controller uk

Using (12), (13) one gets the following matrices

1.0260 0

4.6686
_

/ 7.8591 0 \ R_/0.0260 0 \

_l^ 0 9.1894 J
'

\ 0 4.6686/

Figures 3.a, 3.b show the behavior of system (23) with an

input control u(í) = 1. Figures 3.c, 3.d show the behav

ior of the closed loop system using the predictor based

controller. Moreover, figures 4.a, 4.b show the behavior of

the samples closed loop system and the discrete predictor

variables.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a control strategy that guarantees the

stabilization of a continuous system with time-delay in
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Fig. 4. a) ii,fc (solid) and £1,* (dashed); b) i2,fc (solid) and

Í2,fc (dashed)

the input, by means of a digital controller, is proposed.

The strategy is based on the discretization of the system,

in the general case in which the delay is not a múltiple

of the sampling time. Henee, a discrete predictor-based

controller has been calculated. The application to some

examples suggests the effectiveness of the proposed control

strategy.
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On the Problem of Stabilization for Linear Systems
with Time-Delays

B. Castillo-Toledo, S. Di Gennaro, and G. Sandoval Castro

Abstract— In this paper we address the problem of stabilizing
a sampled continuous system with time-delay in the input, by
means of a digital predictor-based controller. The predictor is

capable of compensating the delay of the sampled and continu

ous model as well. This scheme allows using a digital controller
for stabilizing the continuous system. The performance of this
control scheme is tested in an illustrative example.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of a control signal or the measurement of the

variables necessary to implement the controller, may not

be instantaneous as desirable. This reveáis the presence of

delays in the control-loop, which could significantly deteri

órate the performance of the controller, and destabilize the

closed-loop system [10], [15]. Examples of these problems
arise in various fields, such as chemical, mechanical, avionic

applications, just to cite a few. For instance, in automotive

control applications, one of the main research topics is the

active attitude control of the vehicle, where the vehicle

dynamics are modified imposing forces or moments to the

vehicle body in different ways to improve stability, safety
and comfort (see, e.g. [1], [3]). This technology makes use of

active actuators (active front steering, imposing incremental

steer angle on top of the driver's input), and smart sensors

(for examples, the so-called intelligent tires, allowing precise
and distributed measurements of the road/tire friction co

efficient). These actuators/sensors may introduce also some

delays, which can deteriórate the performance of the attitude

control law as well.

The control of time-delay systems is also a challenging
and interesting problem from a theoric point of view. Many

approaches have been proposed, and continué to appear, for

different kinds of systems
- linear or nonlinear, continuous

or discrete [4]. The problem has been extensively studied

especially, for delay compensation strategies using a Smith

predictor [7], [19]. In [2], [11], [14], [16], [17], [21] it is

emphasized the interest of using the strategy of FSA (finite-

spectrum assignment) that allows reducing the spectrum of

system solutions to a finite set; moreover, stability of the

closed loop is easy to check, since the predictor allows

compensating the delay and getting free-delay predictor

dynamics. In [18], [20], a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
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is used, which allows getting suitable free-delay condi

tions through mathematical techniques [15]. Time-delay

compensation techniques, employing discrete predictors, are

expected to yield significant improvements.
The use of fast digital computers has motivated the design

of sampled-data controllers for continuous time plants. Con

sidering, as usual, zero-order holders, and considering the

general case of time-delays not múltiple of the sampled-

time, the sampled dynamics result in two discrete delayed

inputs [8], [12], [13], [22]. Furthermore, once the sampled

dynamics have been calculated, and the digital controller

has been designed fulfilling certain design requirements, the

controller performance may not be necessarily satisfactory
when applied to the continuous system, due to possible poor

intersampling behavior.

In this paper, we determine the discrete model of a con

tinuous system with a time-delay in the input, considering
several kinds of discretization. When the delay is not a

múltiple of sampling-time, the resulting dynamics depend on

two delayed inputs. This model is used to design the discrete

predictor-based controller. A first step toward a solution

of this problem was given in [5], in which the continuous

system with time-delay is rendered asymptotically stable by
a discrete predictor-based controller. We show that under

appropriate conditions, globally exponential stabilization of

the time-delayed continuous system can be obtained using
a discrete predictor-based controller, in cases in which the

delay is allowed also to be not a múltiple of sampling time.

Moreover, we show that this discrete controller, when imple
mented via a zero order holder and under certain conditions,

stabilizes as well the continuous system with time-delay tn

the input, showing a good intersampling behavior. The main

advantage of the proposed technique relies on the simplicity
of the controller design. Its performance is shown in an

illustrative example.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall

some known results for linear systems with time-delay in the

input. In Section 3, we introduce the main result performing
the stability analysis of such a system and the stabilization

problem for the sampled dynamics is solved. In Section 4,

we give some simulation results. Some comments conclude

the paper.

II. Some Results for Linear Systems with

Time-Delay in the Input

In this section we review some known facts about the

stability of continuous linear systems with time-delay in the

input. These results will be used hereinafter.



A. Time-Delay Continuous Systems and Stability

Let us consider a continuous system with time-delay in

the input, described by

i* = Axt + But-T (1)

with x0 = x(0) 6 R" Here xt € R", ut € Rm are the

state and control respectively. Moreover, A, B are matrices

of appropriate dimensions, rank B = m, and r is the known

time-delay. Furthermore, u* = ifit, for t € [—r, 0], where the

function ¡fit e C° is the initial continuous function defined

on [-t,0].
The following assumption, which requires that the sys

tem (1) without delay can be stabilized, is instrumental to

stabilize a system with time-delay in the input [9].

Assumption H.l: The pair (A, B) is stabilizable, i.e. there

exists K € Rm x R", such that

xt = (A + BK)xt (2)

is GAS.

Under Assumption H.l, it is straightforward to construct

a control (predictor) for system (1) that allows compensating
the delay r [2], [11].

ut = ATCt

G
f°

t=eATxt + J e-AeBut+a d9.

(3)

(4)

(5)

Note that Ct = xt+T, therefore

Ct = (A + BK)Q-

Sufficient conditions for globally asymptotic stability are

formalized by the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Under Assumtpion H.l, if there exists a pos

itive definite matrix P such that

h ® {P(A + BK) + (A + BK)TP} < 0 (6)

then the system with time-delay (1), (3) is GAS. o

Proof: Considering the positive Lyapunov function

V(zt) = zj(l2 ® P)zt, where zt
= ( xt Q f, and taking

the time-derivative along the trajectories of zt, yields

V(zt) = z?{I2 ® [P(A + BK) + (A + BK)TP]}zt.

Therefore, the stability of system (1) and (5) is proved. ■

B. Discretization and stabilization of Time-delay Systems

Assuming that system (1) is sampled with sampling pe

riod 6, and if zero-order holders are used, the sampled

dynamics of (1) without delay (t
= 0) is

xfc+i
= eASxk + / eM di, Buk = Asxk + Bsuk

Jo

As = e
AS

Bs = / eAndr]B
Jo

(7)

where xk = x(k6), and

ut = u(kS), kS <t<(k+ 1)<5

is the piece-wise constant input.

When dealing with time-delays, a similar condition has to

be considered. In fact, when risa múltiple of the sampling

period S, namely r = dS, d e Z+, the sampled dynamics
of (1) is represented by

Xfc+i
= e^Xfc + / eAv dt]Buk.d = Asxk +Bsuk.d (8)

Vo

where uk-d
= u(k&

-

dS). A controller for system (8),

solving the stability problem can be designed out which

requires assuming that the stability problem can be solved

when delay is zero, i.e.

Assumption H.2: The pair (As,Bs) is stabilizable, i.e.

there exists Ks e Rm x Rn, such that

Xfc+1
= (As + BsKs)xk (9)

is GAS. o

Under (H.2), it is possible to construct a predictor-based
controller

«fc
= Kst.k (10)

d-l

a = Afr* + J2A^Bsutr-d+i. (11)

i=0

such that (8) is GAS. Note that (,k = xk+d, therefore

Cfc+i = (As + BsKs)Sk (12)

Sufficient conditions for the globally asymptotic stability is

formalized by the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Under Assumption H.2, and if there exists a

positive definite matrix P such that

h ® [{As + B6Ks)TP(As + B¡KS) - P] < 0. (13)

then the discrete system with time-delay (8) is GAS. o

Proof: Considering the positive Lyapunov function

V(zk) = z\(I2 (gi P)zk, where zk
= ( xk £-, ) ,

and taking
the derivative of this along the trajectories of zk, yields

AV(zk) = zZ{I2®[(As +BsKs)TP(A6+BsKs)-P}}zk.

Henee, the stability of system (8) and (12) is proved. ■

At this point, an interesting question arises: the controller

(12), (10) which stabilizes the system (8), stabilizes the

continuous systems (1) as well? This question is not trivial, in

general. In the following sections we will look for conditions

to answer to such a question.



iii. time-delay system discretization and

Global Stabilization

We consider first the following result.

Theorem 3: Assume (6) is satisfied for some matrices P,

K. Then, (13) is satisfied as well for P and Ks = K, with

a sampling time 5 G (0, Jo], for a certain 6o > 0. o

Proof: Consider the left hand term in (13). Expanding
in Taylor series and dividing by S we have

I2 ® [P(A + BK) + (A + BK)TP + Sr(8)]

for some matrix r(6). Since (6) is satisfied, from the

continuity on S there exists some So such that (13) holds. ■

In order to achieve the global exponential stabiUty of (1)

with the discrete predictor-based controller (10), the contin

uous system is represented by

xt = Axt + BKsXk+d--rm

with t¡„ the result of the application of the floor/ceiling
function map to r to obtain the largest previous/smallest

following integer

tí„
= |t/-5J orrin = rr/-51. (14)

The dynamics of (1) with the control (10) can be also

rewritten as

xt
= (A + BKs)xt + BKs(xk+d-T¡n

-

xt)

and since here we assume that the delay is such that r = d6,

d e Z+, T¡n = d and

xt = (A + BKs)xt + BKs(xk-xt). (15)

For system (15) we prove the following result.

Theorem 4: Assume that there exist a matrix K satisfy

ing (6). Then, there exist a 5\ such that, for all 5 e (0,¿i],
the control law (10) globally exponentially stabilizes the

system (1), where r = dS, d e Z+. o

Proof: The term BKs(xk
—

xt) in (15) can be consid

ered as a perturbation. Clearly,

x(t, kS) = xt
—

Xfc

vanishes at í = kS. We will show that this signal satisfies a

bound

PU < ffolNII- for k6<t<(k + l)6

for a certain <t0 > 0* For, consider the positive definite

function V(x) = xTx, whose derivative is

Vyx) = xTx + xTx.

We can see that for kS < t < (k + 1)5

x = xt
= Ax + (A + BKs)xk.

Henee,

V(x) = xT(A+AT)x+xT(A+BKs)xk+xl(A+BKs)Tx

and considering the norm, and by the triangle inequality, one

has

y(x)<2A)||x||2 + 2p||x||||xfc||

where po
= \\A\\. p = \\A + BKS\\. By the comparison

lemma [9]

||x|| < e<">e\\x(k8,k8)\\ + f e'°« <% H|xfc||
Jo

9 e (0, 8], t = k8+-9.

Moreover, x(k6, kS) = 0 so that

pPo8 _ i

||£|| < tr(0)||xfc||, -rffl)^—
Po

for kS < t < (t + 1)8. Since o(0) is a crescent function

||x||<*To||xfc||, o0=o(8). (16)

It is worth noticing that o(9)
—> 0, for 9 -+ 0, and that the

bound depend on the sampling time 8.

Using these facts we show now that, for some conditions,

the discrete predictor-based controller stabilizes (1). For,

consider the Lyapunov function

AÜIM2 < V(xt) = xJPxt < Amax||s*||2 (17)

where Am¡„, Amax denote the minimum, máximum eigen

value of a matrix, with derivative along the trajectories of

system (15)

V(xt) = -xjQxt - 2xJPBKsx

and for a certain Q = QT > 0

-Q = P(A-rBKs) + (A + BKs)TP<0 (18)

since (6) is verified for Kg = K. Henee

V(x) < -A«in||xt||2 + 2Amax(p0+p)l|xí||||x||

since

HPS^II < Amax||A + BKS - A\\ < Amax(Po + P)-

Using (16), (17), and defining W2(t) = V(t), one can write

\Q
2W(t)W(t) < -^F-W2(t)

Amax

+
2A£»x(PO +

p)a°W(t)W(k8)
Amin

so that

W(t) <-aW(t)+f3W(kS)

« = Amin/(2Amax) > 0, 0 = Amax(Po + PH/Amin > 0.

From the comparison lemma

1 _ p-o't-fc-5)

W(t) < e-a(t-ks)W(k8) + 0W(kS)

and for t = k8 + 9 e [A:<5, (A* + 1)<5), 0 e (0, 8]

W(t) = W(k8 + 9)< íe-ae +
!

~Ba
- P\ W(k8).



Note that

i _ „-*»»

e-» + L_i__,3 = LSLZ^d-e—; < 1

when a> fi, i.e. for

á<¿0
V2p(po +

A9 Ap
"mili '*TT.

.
l/í>0

where ye
= ( zt zt-h ) and

W

Therefore, the stability of system (21) and (22) is proved.

_ ( I2®(PA + ATP + R) I2®(PBK)\

"\ I2®((BK)TP) -(I2®R) )

min"mm
+ i (19)

p)(aLx)2

Now, since by Theorem 3, there exists <50 such that (18)

holds, we choose ¿"i = min{*50,($o}, and one has that W(t)

converges exponentially to zero. Finally, since

1

Now, when the system (1) is sampled with sampling period

8, and zero-order holders, the sampled dynamics of (1) is [6]

Pili < ,W(t)
xfc+1

= eAixk +

vAmin

the delayed system (1) is exponentially stable. ■

ln the following we solve the stabilization problem in the and

case of delays which are not a múltiple of the sampling

period, namely such that u(t — r

r = (d- 9)8, d 6 Z+, 9 e (0, 1). (20)

/ eAs ds Buk-.d + /
Jos Jo

= Asxk + B0uk-d *+* BiUfc-d+i

eAs ds Buk-d+i

(25)

"{
Ufc_d kS < t < (k + 1 - 9)8

«fc-d+i (k+l-9)S<t<(k + l)8

is the piece-wise constant input. A controller for system (25),
To get the stabilization of (1) when (20) holds, the

solving the stability problem can be devised out under the

following assumption must hold.

Assumption H.3: There exists K G Rm x Rn, such that

xt
= Axt + BKxt-h (21)

assumption that the stabiUty problem can be solved when

delay is zero.

Assumption H.4: For the system (25), there exists Ks e

Km x R" such that

where h = (1
- 9)5, 0 < 0 < 1, is GAS. o

Under Assumption H.3, it is straightforward to construct

a control (predictor) for system (1) that

Xfc+i
= (As + BiKs)xk + B0Ksxk-i (26)

ut
= KCt

d

is GAS. o

Under (H.4), it is possible to construct a predictor-based
controller of the form

r°
t
= eA*xt + /

J -é

e AaBut+a+4,-h ds.
(22)

«fc
= Ksík

d-2

where 0 < <t> < h. Note that Ct = x(< + <j>), therefore

ó = AQ + BKQ-h

Ut=KQ
(23)

ífc = Ads-lxk + J^ AJ-^BoUk-d+i

+ ¿__,^s xBiuk-d+i+\-

(27)

Sufficient conditions for the globally asymptotic stability such mat the system (25) is GAS. Note that & =

xk+d-u

are formalized by the following theorem. therefore

Theorem 5: Assume that H.3 holds. Then the equiUbrium

point of the extended system zt
= (I2 ® A)zt + (I2 ®

BK)zt-h, zt = (xt Ct )T, is GAS if tnere exist Positive

definite matrices P and R such that

'

I2 ® (PA + ATP + R) h® (PBK) \

I2®((BKfP) -(h®R) )
K '

o

a+i = (As + BiKt)Sk + BoKsik-i (28)

('

Proof: Consider the positive definite Lyapunov func

Sufficient conditions for the globally asymptotic stability are

formalized by the following theorem.

Theorem 6: Assume H.4 holds, the equilibrium point of

the extended discrete system 2fc+i
= {I2®(As+BiKs)}zk+

{I2 ® (B0Ks)}zk-i, Zfc
= ( ifc Ck) is GAS if there exist

rrv

J\
F

rt tit ,0. d\ j Ti.**.: positive definite matrices P and R such that

tional V(z) = zj(l2 ® P)zt + ¡t_h zj(l2 ® R)z3ds. Taking
«*

the derivative along the trajectories of z(í), yields (I2® (NTPN -P + R) I2® (NTP¡3) \

1^ I2® (/3TPN) I2 ® (¡3TP0 -R)J

V(z) = zJ{I2®[PA + ÁrP + R])zt + zJ{I2®(PBK)}zt.h
'

(29)

+ zth{h®(BK)TP)zt-zJ_h(I2®R)zt-h Wher^7(r^+/1tí)an^:?0f¿H. tIProof: Consider the positive definite discrete Lyapunov

Vt Wyt functional V(z) = zl(I2®P)zk + J2Uo z¡(I2®R)zj, and



taking the derivative of this, along the trajectories of zk,

yields

AV(zk) =zl{I2 ® [(As + B1Ks)TP(Ai + BXK6) -P +

+zl{I2 ® (As + BlKs)TPBoKi}zk.1

+zk-i{h ® (B0KS)TP(AS + B^Ks)}zk

-zl_x{h ® (B0Ks)TPB0Ks - R}zk^

defining N = (As + B__KS) and fi = B0K6, yk
=

( Zfc z(_ h )T, and

w =(h® (NTPN -P + R) I2® (NTPfi) \
6

\ I2®(fiTPN) I2®(fiTPfi-R)J'

yields

¿V(zk) = ylWsyk

Therefore, the stability of system (26) and (28) is proved. ■

Again, for this case we wonder where the controller (27)

stabilizing the system (25), also stabilizes the continuous

systems (1). We will proceed in a similar way as in the

preceding section.

Theorem 7: Assume that (24) is satisfied for some matri

ces P, R, K. Then (29)is satisfied as well for P, R and

Ks = K, with a sampling time 5 e (0, &__], for a certain ¿i.o

Proof: Consider the left hand term in (29). Expanding
in Taylor series and dividing by 8 we have

(I2®(PA + ATP + R) I2®(PBK)\

\ I2®((BK)TP) -(I2®R) )
+

(8(i2®rl(S)) 8(i2®r2(8))\

\6(i2®r3(6)) 5(i2®r4(6))J

for some matrices .Ti(<5), r2(<5), r3(6), r4(8). Since (24) is

satisfied from the continuity on 8 there exists some ¿i such

that (29) holds. ■

In order to achieve the global exponential stability of

(1) with the discrete predictor-based controller (27), the

continuous system is represented by

xe
= Axt + BKsxk+d-i-Tin (30)

with Tin as in (14). Now the system is rewritten as

x(
= Axt + BKsxt + BKs(xk+d-i-Tin

-

xt) (31)

taking the above system we prove the following result. We

can now state the main result of the paper, ensuring the global

exponential stability of (1).

Theorem 8: Assume that exists matrices P, R and Ks,

satisfying (24), (29). Then there exists a 82 > 0 such that

for all 8 e (0, 82], the control law (27) globally exponentially

stabilizes the system (1), where r = (d
-

9)5, d e Z+,

6/6(0,1). o

Proof: The proof follows that of Theorem 4. Setting

h = 1 — 6>, (3 1) can be rewritten as

x, = Axt + BKsxt + BKs(xk-h
-

xt) (32)

The term BKs(xk^h —

xt) can be considered as a perturba
tion. For, set

x(t, (k - h)8) = (xt - xfc_fc)
|)zfc
and observe that x((k —

h),k - h) = 0. This signal satisfies

the bound

Pll < <r0||xfc_h|| for kS < t < (k + 1)8.

In fact, considering the positive definite function V(x) =

xTx, where

V'(x) = xTx + xrx, x = ¿í = Ax + (A + BKs)xk-h

for kS < t < (k + 1)8, one gets

V(x) = xT(A + a4T)x + xT(a4 + BKs)xk_h

+ xí-h(A + BKs)Tx

<2p0||x||2 + 2/9p||Pfc_*l||

where po
= \\A\\, p = [\A + BKg\\. By the comparison

lemma [9], for kS < t < (t + 1)8

p|| < e'°9||x((fc - h)5, (k - h)8)\\ + / e'°« dC p\\xk-h\\
Jo

= Cr(c?)||xfc_*l||<-T(-5)||xfc_*l||

with -r(f?) = p(eP°e - l)/po, 9 € (0, 5].

Using these facts, we show that for some conditions the

discrete predictor-based controller (27) stabilizes (1). For,

using (17), and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4, one

gets

W(t) < -aW(t) + 0W((k
-

h)6).

Therefore, for i = k6 + 9 e [k6, (k + 1)5), 6 e (0, 6} Henee,
when fi > a, i.e. for

6>50 = \n( .Po '"in.. s-jj- + 1 (33)
V2p(p0 + p)(Amax)2 /

Henee, assuming that there exists a 60 such that (18) holds,

we choose 82 = min{8o,8o} and one has that W(t) tends

exponentially to zero. In turn, this implies that also ||xf|| <

W(t)/y/X_^r_ tends to zero, and the delayed system (1) is

exponentially stable. ■

IV. Simulation Results

To illustrate the obtained results, let us consider a double

integrator, representing the simplified dynamics of a satellite

Xi(t) = X2(í)
(34)

x2(t) = u2(t- t)

with t = 0.025 s, xi(0) = 0.2, x2(0) = -0.3. Is not

difficult to check that the matrix gain Kd = (
-

1 -

-^f5 )
with P given by

/ 2.0265 0.3541 \

^0.3541 0.3352 )
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Fig. I. a) xi(f) (solid) and i__(t) (dashed); b) Input u(t) = 1; c)

xi(f) (solid) and x2(t) (dashed): d) Predictor-based controller u¡.

Fig. 2. a) xij, (solid) and £¡¡k (dashed); b) x2,k (solid) and í2.i- (dashed)

and with 5 = 0.0125 s satisfies (6) and (13) and Theorem 4.

Figures 1.a, l.b show the behavior of system (34) with

an input control u(t) = 1. Figures l.c, l.d show the

behavior of the closed loop system (34) using the predictor-

based controller (10). Moreover, figures 2.a, 2.b show the

behavior of the closed loop system (34) with the discrete

predictor (10).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that a discrete predictor-

based controller, stabilizing the sampled model of a contin

uous system, stabilizes also the continuous system. This is

the extensión of previous results to systems with time-delay

in the input.

The technique has been presented either when the delay is

múltiple of the sample time, or in the general case, in which

the delay is not a múltiple of the sample time.

The discrete predictor-based controller has been calcu

lated and applied to an illustrative example. The results

suggest the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.
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